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IICD has entered into the 25th anniversary year of
IICD has entered into the 25th anniversary year of
its birth. Looking back into the footprints left behind
its birth. Looking back into the footprints left behind
by these years, is like peering through a kaleidoscope
by these years, is like peering through a kaleidoscope
cheerfully overflowing with the visions of a dream
cheerfully overflowing with the visions of a dream
materialising, an idea developing and an effort
materialising, an idea developing and an effort
flourishing. The dream is of preserving protecting
flourishing. The dream is of preserving protecting
and promoting the crafts and their creators, the
and promoting the crafts and their creators, the
idea is to awaken the future generations to this live
idea is to awaken the future generations to this live
consciousness pulsing with ancient wisdom through
consciousness pulsing with ancient wisdom through
meaningful education.
meaningful education.
IICD is exploring greater dimensions in craft
IICD is exploring greater dimensions in craft
education by imploring into the ideals and science
education by imploring into the ideals and science
of inclusivity, sustainability, novel education models,
of inclusivity, sustainability, novel education models,
global best practices and national and international
global best practices and national and international
linkages. From international collaborations and
linkages. From international collaborations and
MoUs with premier educational institutions like
MoUs with premier educational institutions like
Plymouth College of Art, United Kingdom and
Plymouth College of Art, United Kingdom and
Adelaide Central School of Art, South Australia
Adelaide Central School of Art, South Australia
to hosting its first international conference on
to hosting its first international conference on
‘Recent trends and sustainability in crafts and
‘Recent trends and sustainability in crafts and
design’ to becoming the proud host of the First
design’ to becoming the proud host of the First
Craft Incubator facility of the country in 2019, to
Craft Incubator facility of the country in 2019, to
receiving prestigious ‘CSR Excellence in Education
receiving prestigious ‘CSR Excellence in Education
Award, 2019’, IICD is achieving newer heights
Award, 2019’, IICD is achieving newer heights
and larger recognition every day. IICD alumni are
and larger recognition every day. IICD alumni are
effective entrepreneurs, successful industry leaders,
effective entrepreneurs, successful industry leaders,
dedicated craft researchers and agents of social
dedicated craft researchers and agents of social
change.
change.
In the age of rapid changes in both lifestyle
In the age of rapid changes in both lifestyle
and culture, crafts are the window of democratic
and culture, crafts are the window of democratic
ideas; this is where the diversity of our rich culture
ideas; this is where the diversity of our rich culture
and heritage is celebrated. The craftsmen are the
and heritage is celebrated. The craftsmen are the
unseen warriors of the micro economy of our nation,
unseen warriors of the micro economy of our nation,
sustaining it one handmade object at a time. There
sustaining it one handmade object at a time. There
is unlimited scope of innovation for using craft to
is unlimited scope of innovation for using craft to
resolve beauty in design objects. What it lacks is
resolve beauty in design objects. What it lacks is
organisational economic studio model, and that is
organisational economic studio model, and that is

where design and craft designers play a crucial role
by bringing in better technology, management and
entrepreneurial skills.
Director IICD, Dr Toolika Gupta, a PhD in History of
Arts in Dress and Textiles from University of Glasgow,
a steady researcher, an active proponent of growth
and a powerful protagonist of craft education, has
brought new energy into the being of the Institution
and strengthened its identity on national and
international platforms. She along with the new
expanded faculty portfolio has put together holistic
development plans for the institute.
The institute building has been expanded to
accommodate new entrants; the library is under
a big renovation in reaction to new methods of
learning and co-working. The institute will now
start awarding Degrees in place of Diplomas for the
newly admitted batches. New initiatives have been
taken up to deepen the academic inputs so that
students are able to take full advantage of their
study in pursuing their career in future.
We also have a motivated team of administrative
and support staff members. I would like to place on
record my appreciation for all the committed efforts
taken up by the IICD team in taking the mandate
of the institution further. I am hopeful that with
all these efforts, IICD will achieve new standards of
academic excellence in coming years.
I convey my greetings and best wishes to all
the graduates and I wish them a very rewarding
career ahead. I hope that they will contribute
wholeheartedly towards the mission of the institute.

Chairperson’’s
message
Mrs. Madhu Neotia

The Indian Institute of Crafts and Design
presents its two batches (2018 and 2019) of
graduates and post graduates in this edition
of NIRUPAN. True to its meaning ‘nirupan’ is a
formulation and representation of the work of the
creative genius of IICD students. We feel proud
of the strides that IICD has made in the field of
sustainable design. Most of our graduates focus
on recycling, upcycling and sustainable design.
Each page is a summary of sixteen rigorous weeks
of a project that the student has carried out in his/
her final semester under the guidance of a mentor
and has passed through an external jury process.
It is a culmination of the teaching and learning
process of IICD blended with the design thinking
capabilities, problem solving and handcrafting
skills.

Director's
Foreword
Dr. Toolika Gupta

Whether it is a creation out of old discarded
lab equipment, clothes made out of banana
fiber, reimaging the use of plastic, or zero waste
pattern making, each collection has been thought
out, visualized, planned, prototyped and created
with understanding and empathy, that are the
underlying principles of design. Every student
featured in this edition, carries forward the values
taught to them and is the flag bearer of IICD. May
the almighty bless them! I wish all of them the
very best for their future endeavors!

Dear Graduates of the Class of 2018 and 2019,
On this momentous occasion, we applaud your
accomplishments and perseverance through the years at
IICD. Your dedicated pursuit and successful attainment of
your graduation may continue to shape you as you move
forward in your professional careers and allow you to
make a difference in the field of design as social change
makers. We know that you will be well prepared to lead
in your endeavours and continue to ideate, innovate and
implement solutions to the challenges facing today’s
society.
The members of faculty and staff at IICD believe that
YOU are the new group of young professionals, capable
of addressing the needs of the craft sector and catalyse
the development for benefit of crafts-persons and the
community. We hope that you make it your mission to
help bring technology, design and management skills for
self reliance and sustainable livelihoods through crafts
within changing markets at home and abroad. We are
confident that as you embark on your next adventure,
the path you take will continue to make the institute
proud.
We would also like to extend our special gratitude to
your parents, family and friends for their continuous
patience, understanding, support and sacrifices.
Graduates, go forth and be proud of your individual and
collective accomplishments. We encourage you to stay
connected with your alma mater, not only to strengthen
the IICD alumni community but also to keep us updated
on the many achievements you will experience in your
career and personal lives. We sincerely hope that you
have enjoyed your time at IICD.
Congratulations to each and every one of you!
God Bless and best wishes.

Dean's
Foreword
Professor Anu Jain
Dean- Academics
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Editor's Preface

In the year 2019, the world, as we see it, is both
mesmerised and horrified with the endeavours of
human race and its pace. Where on one hand the World
Wide Web has transcended through the boundaries
of religion, region and race, on the other we have
consciously chosen the weapons of mass destruction
as the protectors of our geographical identities, as
the guardians of our galaxy. Where on one hand our
scientific prowess is harbouring the dream of human
inhabitation of Mars, on the other we are making the
earth increasingly inhabitable for its entire species. We
are a race capable of civilisational and social thought.
We are the race which in pursuit of liberty, equality
and fraternity fought the colonial abuse of man, his
dignity and his resources. However, we are also the
race colonising the planet, its infinite biodiversity
and their share in this benevolent bounty. We have
become the colonizers of our own future generations,
greedily feeding on what rightfully is theirs.
But we, are also the race which has the courage to
look back and reflect upon its own mistakes, and the
will to make amendments. Either it be the labours
of international community from the platforms like
UNFCCC to abate global warming, or the toils of a
farmer in the field to produce fertilizer free crops, they
all reflect a determination of correcting the mighty
wrong, and a global awakening of the forgotten love
for mother earth. This awakening needs to permeate
through the conscience of every nation, every
region, every society, every organisation and every
individual. It needs to filter into the everyday lives and
daily utilities of entire humanity, to manifest into a
sustainable future.
Crafts since their very conception resonate with
the compassionate ideals of oneness with nature,
a harmonious coexistence of all earthkind and a
sustainable subsistence. They together with design
are an indivisible part of our day to day living, and

are thus capable of bringing the desired change at
individual level. Indian Institute of Crafts & Design
cultivate this empathy in the students, through an
education structure which weaves a bridge between
the younger generations, crafts, craftsmen and
nature. This sensibility is mirrored in the aspirations of
the IICD students and their work, which employs craft
knowledge and design, as a tool of creative change.
IICD proudly presents to you the seventh edition
of NIRUPAN, its graduate publication. It offers a
window into the ingenious design projects, drenched
in the rising sense of conscious design and sustainable
development, undertaken by the graduating batches
of years 2018 and 2019 in their chosen fields. It
portrays their work through select photographs and
a brief description of their concept. It also provides
information on their industry sponsors and faculty
mentors. For the ease of understanding, entire volume
is divided into two sections, one representing the
Under Graduate batches, and other the Post Graduate
batches. These are further divided into four subsections, each outlining the work of an educational
department of the institution. This publication is
a comprehensive resource on recent trends and
sustainability in the craft and design sector.
These modern apprentices, innovative entrepreneurs
and energetic millennials, laced with the tools of
tomorrow, guides of today and awareness of the past
will be the future creators, carriers and disseminators
of a responsible way of life. Wish you have a future
filled with glinting glaciers, blue oceans, evergreen
forests, roaring rivers, Asiatic lions, Siberian tigers,
Indian vultures and abundance of drinkable water
and breathable air. And wish you wield the capability
of building this future yourself!!! All the very best!!

NIVEDITA NARAYAN
Assistant professor
IICD

The Institute

The increasing pace of humanity has
unlocked newer dimensions of global
convergence on matters ranging from
the highly complex space sciences to the
very fundamental human rights. But this
pace has also manufactured the greatest
threat of our age, environmental
degradation and climate change. With
increasingly synthetic materials and
mechanised technologies pouring into
our daily utilities, the humaneness of
our existence is waning to give way
to assembly line life quality, and sky
rocketing heaps of waste.
Sustainability in thought, action,
choice and consumption alone can bail
us out of the looming ecological crisis.
Crafts and design being an integral part
of the day to day life of people can play a
vital role in bringing necessary change at
the grass root level with individual as the
basic unit of this transformation. They
can shape the consumption behaviours,
and can take a lead in guiding us into
an increasingly sustainable, responsible
and beautiful lifestyle. Crafts by the very
virtue of their character are sustainable,
environment friendly and humane.
They are manifestations of the ancient
wisdom; a way of life supportive of
respectful and harmless coexistence
with nature.
The very imagination of India invokes
in every heart, an unadulterated image
of vibrance. This colourful rainbow
is painted by its dynamic geography,
diverse people, distinct culture and a
million sparkles of a thousand unique
crafts, beaded in the threads of utility,
aesthetics and emotions. Handicrafts
sector in India is directly indirectly one of
the largest employers after agriculture,
with an expansive knowledge preserved
in the generous repertoire of materials
used, forms, functions, techniques,

cultural semantics and aesthetics. It is
a sector that proudly hosts the picture
of a comparative gender parity in
livelihood generation, with around fifty
percent of the total number of people
employed being women. With minorities
and socially and economically weaker
sections of the society as the driving force
behind it, handicrafts sector presents a
true image of socio economic inclusivity.
It has a huge share in the Indian Exports
Economy, with textile industry alone
contributing around
twenty-seven
percent to country’s foreign earnings
from exports. The idea of handicrafts to
its very core is aligned with the urgent
need for consistent sustainable practices
enshrined in the planet’s mandate for
Sustainable development goals.
To realize this potential and to foster
innovation and creative thinking for well
crafted high quality products; to protect,
preserve and promote the crafts and
craftsperson; to enhance the quality
of artisan’s lives by securing for them
dignified socioeconomic status; and
to generate in the current and future
generations an awareness, empathy and
interest for the crafts, craftsmen and
their ecosystem through meaningful
education designed exclusively to bring
about the synthesis of newer ideas
with olden wisdom and intelligent
regional aspirations with futuristic global
inspirations, the Indian Institute of Crafts
& Design was set up by the Government
of Rajasthan in 1995 as an autonomous
Institute. The main objective of IICD was
and remains to this date the development
of high quality professionals to act as
catalysts of change in the crafts sector.
Since October 2007, the Institute is
being funded and managed by Ambuja
Educational Institute (AEI) under the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) model.

With well developed education programmes,
dedicated research and documentation,
exhaustive training, multilateral outreach and
consultancy the institute strives to become the
centre of excellence for craft and design studies.
IICD offers under graduate and post graduate
programmes in the major branches craft design.
UNDER GRADUATE PROGRAMMES IN CRAFT
DESIGN
The four years of Under Graduate Professional
Degree consists of 2 semesters of Foundation
studies, followed by 5 semesters of specialization,
which includes eight weeks training at an
NGO, developmental organization or social
enterprise, and an eight weeks Internship at a
craft based industry, company or design studio.
The Programme culminates in a final semester
of 20 weeks as a comprehensive Professional
Graduation Project in any of the specializations.
First year is the Common Foundation
Programme, which at IICD is centred on sensitizing
the students towards the field of crafts and
design. The pedagogy employed is ‘hands-on’
learning in coordination with extensive field study
and research. Methodology draws greatly from
the analysis and experiences of traditional and
modern design systems. Students are introduced
to a variety of materials like clay, wood, metal,
stone, natural fibres, fabric, paper and leather.
They are initiated into design thinking and design
approach, through an in depth study of elements
and principles of design. They are also exposed to
IT tools and skills in foundation.
HARD MATERIAL DESIGN
(Wood, Metal and Stone)
The specialisation exposes the students
to wood, metal and stone. The design study
inculcates in them an in depth understanding of
techniques, production processes, traditional
knowledge, skills, concept development, design
development and system design to evolve a
contemporary Indian craft repertoire.

SOFT MATERIAL DESIGN
(Textiles, Natural fibres, Paper and Leather)
The SMA students at IICD employ traditional
and innovative skills, while exploring constantly
evolving materials and technology, to create
diverse solutions that span across many disciplines
and sectors. The creative interface between the
materials and the making demands a challenging
and dynamic environment, which frequently
utilises multidisciplinary and collaborative
methods to express the breadth of soft Materials
in context of ‘Body’ and ‘space’. Body, involves
surface design of fabrics for fashion accessories
and clothing. Space, incorporates product design
for the built environments like home furnishings,
textile furniture and lifestyle accessories.
FIRED MATERIAL DESIGN
(Terracotta, Ceramics and Glass)
Fired Material Application is a comprehensive
study of ceramics. The students work with
different types of clays from terracotta,
earthenware, stoneware to bone china and
porcelain bodies. The discipline covers processes
like forming, glazing, firing, fusing, surface design
and decoration.
FASHION DESIGN
Fashion design frequently uses craft techniques
to achieve the exclusivity and luxurious edge
over the industrial techniques. The four year
undergraduate course offered at IICD focuses on
the use of crafts for fashion applications. Students
learn the technology of pattern making, draping
and garment construction along with developing
the understanding of materials and traditional
skills of surface ornamentation. The concepts
of art, crafts and design, digital tools, further
augment the learning to enable the students to
become confident in dealing with the challenging
and dynamic world of craft and fashion.
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES IN CRAFT
DESIGN

The Post Graduate programme at IICD is
a two- year programme, and is designed for
people who look forward to working with design,
management and entrepreneurship in craft based
organizations. This programme consists of a first
semester in Design foundation studies followed by
the 2nd & 3rd semesters of specialization courses;
craft research documentation projects, field study
and internship. The final semester (4th semester)
focuses on a comprehensive Professional Diploma
project.
This two-year master’s programme is designed
to create highly motivated craft designers and
entrepreneurs. The curriculum provides the
student with a broad exposure to technical
and material knowledge, strengthens their
philosophical concepts, and widens their artistic
vision.
The students are encouraged to evaluate and
challenge conventional thought and experiment
with newer ways of thinking. Committed faculty
helps facilitate the development of their required
research and help them monitor its progress, to
prepare them for their final presentation.
HARD MATERIAL SPECIALISATION
The programme focuses on specialization in
wood, metal, stone, cane, bamboo and other allied
materials. It is structured around the individual
student’s needs, interest and background.
The course is structured to strengthen craft
aesthetics and design sensibilities of individuals.
The students are given enough critical inputs to
develop their own language, style and concept.
They are encouraged to learn various craft
techniques while working on field with craftsmen.
SOFT MATERIAL SPECIALISATION
The curriculum has been designed with an
emphasis on woven, non-woven and printed
textiles; fabric manipulation techniques and
surface ornamentation using traditional and mass
production methods.

Programme seeks to strengthen the students in
technique, aesthetic and design sensibilities, and
personal expression. It also exposes the students
to a broad range of critical social, economical and
technical issues related to the conception and
production of crafts and design.
FIRED MATERIAL SPECIALISATION
This programme in Ceramics and Ceramic
sculpture focuses on intellectual and artistic
development through an intensive teaching
of the aesthetics and techniques of ceramic
design. Studio courses, seminars, in-depth
critiques, in conjunction with planning of thesis
and implementation, provide the students with
a deep understanding of the crafts and design
methodology.
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ADITI BALAPURE
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Ms. Anupama Bose, Jaipur

Email id: aditibalapure@rediffmail.com
Address: Aditi Balapure
C/o Anil K Balapure,
E5/1, Paper Mill Colony ,Nishantganj,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code-226006
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Contact no. : +91-9672340724,
+91-9415063603

Anupama Bose’s studio is one of its kinds. Gota patti,
Rosebud embroidery, Dori embroidery, Leheriya
etc. form the essential frame work of her collection.
The reason behind joining her team was to explore
the technique of embroidery which I had not much
explored before. Choosing to do a completely different
look, working with existing samples to compose
structure yet retaining the essence of their language
and bring-in something which was entirely a new
thought, was a little challenging. The idea was to create
a unique balance of the traditional embroidery and
translating it into a contemporary language. Working
on big canvases and spreading the layouts based on
their visualization before and after embroidery was
something new for me. The skill of the artisan was a
moment of joy for me to cherish.
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ARYA N M
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Olie, Bengaluru

Travel to discover

Email: nmarya852@gmail.com
Address: Arya N M
C/o Saseendran N M,
Narippatta Mana ,
Peramangalam , Thrissur, Kerala
Pin Code-680545

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Phone: 7078155141 , 9497800986

Travel with Olie is a range of travel bags designed for
upper middle class and high end market by giving
innovative solutions to problems faced by travelers. It
is a collection rooted in Scandinavian design tradition
characterized by enduring aesthetics, functionality,
simplicity, craftsmanship and an honest expression.
By expanding the heritage forward, taking already
profusely used mate
rial, techniques and colours,
the ambition is to deliver new perspective on IndoScandinavian designs. The diverse range of duffel bag,
sling bag, backpack, laptop bag and shopper’s bag
bring travel bag solutions that are both utilitarian and
appealing. The surface used is Ikat, an Indian craft rich
in traditions. The collection is a take on popular bags
and giving them a new perspective, befitting travelers.
The goal is to elevate travel experiences through good
aesthetic and functional designs.
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AYUSHI MAHESHWARI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Ms. Sharada Ganesh,
Bengaluru

Contact no. : +91-8696362577,
+91-8604142366
Email id: mohit.maheshwari@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Ayushi Maheshwari
C/o Ajay Maheshwari,
77, Sarafa Bazar, Adda Mandir, Orai,
District Jalaun, UP
Pin Code: 285001

Belur and Halebid are the finest examples of Hoysala
art, a blend of heritage, history and nature. The
temple is dedicated to lord Shiva. Its complex is very
ornate. The architecture of the temple is the source of
inspiration for the design collection called “Narratives”
which comprises of wide range of saris. The prints and
weaves have been created keeping in mind the ethos
of place. The technique involves Hand block printing
of Rajasthan and weaves of Karnataka.
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DEEPTI SINGH
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: Ms. Pallavi Kandoi

Contact no. : +91-9672778529,
+91-9919936887

Address: Deepti Singh
C/o R. P. Singh,
91 F Samar Vihar Colony ,
Alambagh , Lucknow, UP

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: deepti.diva4@gmail.com

In the collection of bags, there is a search for balance
that one would like to find between the reality and
dreams. I have tried to depict it through marbling as
well as embroidery details. This collection was made
for IHGF Spring Summer 2018. It is made from 100%
eco friendly materials. The apparels are inspired by
Bougainvillea, a flower that grows extensively in the
pink city, Jaipur, India. Since childhood, these pink,
white, salmon bunches have appealed to me. The
collection is hand marbled and hand block printed.
Fabric used is 100% cotton or a cotton-silk blend.
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ISHANI VASHISHTHA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: Team Koasheé, Jaipur

SLEEVE BY SLEEVE

Contact no. : +91-7597494040,
+91-7597494040
Email id: ishani.vashisht1995@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Ishani Vashishtha
C/o Sandeep Kumar Vashishtha,
20-B, Barkat Nagar, Tonk Phatak
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302015

Adinkra are visual symbols that represent concepts or
aphorisms. Adinkra are used extensively in fabrics and
pottery among Ashantis and Baoules of Africa. They
are incorporated into walls and other architectural
features. Fabric adinkra are often made by woodcut
sign writing and screen printing. Adinkra symbols
appear on some traditional Akan gold weights and
are also carved on stools for domestic and ritual
use. Sleeve by Sleeve is a range of accessories which
came out of leatherette raw materials. The collection
offers the simplicity and craftsmanship. It’s a range
of sleeves, like wallets, stationary pouches, sunglass
holders, laptop sleeves, I pad holders. Every product
is fundamentally ‘A place to store in’.
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PREKSHA JAIN
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Team Koasheé, Jaipur

CUSH...HOON

Email: prekshapaharia2396@gmail.com
Address: Preksha Jain,
C/o Mukesh Jain,
A-67 Sidharth Nagar, Terminal -2,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302017

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-8890072468,
+91-9828102468

“I have just come home from work. A long strenuous
day of sitting on my computer for hours and hours,
moving between tables, scissors, pencils, and sheets
- to create motifs for my next design. One from
design would know the process is exhausting, yet
exhilarating. Ours is not a job of comfort, ours is of
creation - and for the mortals - the process of design is
more complex than the usual God’s way of ‘Kun Faya
Kun’. As a human, I can only wish and wish to be heard
from a magic genie of some kind who would lend me
his flying carpet and just take me around the world.
*Snap* I wake up, and rather find myself drooling on
the cushion underneath my face. I think I can settle
for just this alone. Like they say - mein toh cushion se
hi khush-hoon.”
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SHRUTI VUPPULURI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Mr. Vikram Joshi, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-9650992580
Email id: vvenkatesh@hotmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: V Shruti
C/o Venkatesh Vuppuluri, Quarter No.
D-111, NTPC Township - Shaurya,
Sector-33, Noida Dist. Gautam Budh
Nagar, (U.P)
Pin Code: 201301

My intrigue and interest in the art of block printing
took me to Rangotri, where with Mughal architecture
as my inspiration, I developed various prints. My prints
are primarily repeats of architectural elements set in
curated compositions. For the second range I have
developed a contemporary jaal inspired by traditional
block print jaal pattern, but with a modern twist, using
the principle of superimposition and layering.
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SOUMYA NAHAR
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Swati Jain
Client: Team The Yellow Gypsy

URBANE NOMAD

Email id: nrnahar56@gmail.com
Address: Soumya Nahar
C/o Narendra Kumar Nahar,
29 , Gokuldham Colony, Near Aishbagh
station, Moti Nagar, Lucknow, (UP)
Pin Code: 226004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9983672686,
+91-09415222407

The Urbane Nomad is a compiled four month project
under the label, The Yellow Gypsy. The project
incorporates collection ‘Wend alluring ways’ Wendalluring ways, means going in my own fascinating
path. So the collection is about elements, which does
not describe a single place or anything in specific
but it is about the whole experience. The prints in
this collection have motifs of mountains, deserts,
trees, planes, cactus and dandelions. The garments
are designed for casual outings. The silhouettes are
contemporary, with the use of traditional hand block
printing for surface embellishment. The practicality
of the garments, with comfortable chic patterns and
details are the highlights. Target age group is 25 to 40
years. The collection is developed for spring summer
‘18.
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SUKANSHA AGARWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Kraft Corridor, Lucknow

Contact no. : +918696346814

Address: SukanshaAgarwal
4/51-A, VipulKhand,
Gomti Nagar,
Lucknow-226010.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: agarwalsukansha.17@gmail.com

The collection is inspired by different design elements
like geometric patterns, ornamental Islamic calligraphy
of Quranic verses, and colorful jaalis adorning the
buildings of Morocco. The range of garments caters
to the minimal lifestyles of the contemporary world.
Motifs are inspired from Moroccan patterns and
embroidery is a fusion of aari and zardozi. The colors
are derived from spring summer 2018/19 trends. This
collection comprises of a range of western garments.
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TARUSHEE SACHDEVA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Ms. Priti, Jaipur

Email id: tarushree.sachdeva@gmail.
com
Address: Tarushee Sachdeva
C/o Vivek Sachdeva,
D-57, Preet Vihar, New Delhi
Pin Code:110092

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9650021255

The purpose of the project was to understand paper as
a material and experiment on surface techniques and
reduce the use of chemicals on the surface. I worked
with Natural dyes to create the surface of the paper.
The fruits, flowers and vegetables used are Beetroot,
saffron, tesu, hibiscus, fennel, spinach, turmeric,
strawberry etc. The final products for this collection
are deckle edge postcards all naturally dyed. This
continued into designing of a set of print and colour
story inspired from Udaipur. For prints; structure, I
took inspiration from architecture and interior, for
textures streets were inspiration and the style of the
print was inspired from the wall art of the city, coupled
with slightly graphic feel.
The final products are stationary items like trunk, bahi
khaata and postcards for travellers.
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VARDA K SAMVEDI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Swati Jain
Client: Jaipur Rugs, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-9783841418,
+91-9829300018

Address: Varda K Samvedi,
C/o Chakrakirti Samvedi,
5 Cha 13, Jawahar Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: chakrakriti@yahoo.com

Thousands of years after carpet weaving was perfected,
handmade rugs are still the gold standard. There is
no better way to produce exquisite woven designs
and strong, tightly packed pile than by using simple
tools and the skills of trained weavers and master
craftspeople. Vibe collection is set for Spring/Summer
2019. The design trend for 2019 is forecasted to be
very young, playful and full of vibrant color themes
hence, the name Vibe. Inspirations are very fresh,
bold, playful, colourful, confident, joyful, energetic
and hip. Designs are inspired by Missoni patterns and
Paul Smith stripes and colors.
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VARNIKA GEHLOT
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Ms. Anushree Pabuwal, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-9887028429,
+91-9414611621

Address: Varnika Gehlot,
C/o Pankaj Gahlot,
Kundan Nagar,
Highway Road,
Sheoganj Sirohi, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 307027

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: varnika.gehlot29@gmail.com

The collections present a panorama of diverse
festivities from India. Where one draws generously
from Bohag Bihu festival from Assam, the other was
based on Ganga Aarti from Varanasi. In one inspiration
was Mekhala chaddar, worn in Bihu festival. The motifs
were highlighted using embroidery and colours of
the fabric were inspired from Muga Silk which is of
yellowish golden colour and color of motifs. In the
other, flames of the fabled aarti became motivation
and lent the colour storey and found reflection in
ombre dyeing. This collection is for summer’18. The
garments are designed for women above 30 yrs of age.
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VIDUSHI SHARMA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Tulips, Delhi

CLASSIC TRANQUIL

Email: sharmavidushi2105@gmail.com
Address: Vidushi Sharma,
C/o Lalit Mohan Sharma,
59 Napier Road Colony, Part 2,
Hardoi Marg, Thakurganj,
Lucknow, UP,
Pin Code: 226003

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9335910117,
+91-7505092323

No city’s skyline is quite as iconic or beautiful as New
York City’s. New York is a place where some of the
world’s most important buildings—the Empire State
Building, the Chrysler Building, and the Seagram
Building are found.
Their most common characteristics are rectilinear
forms; light, plain surfaces completely stripped of
applied ornamentation; open interior spaces; and
a visually weightless quality engendered by the
use of cantilever construction. Classic Tranquil is a
collection of elegant and beautiful fabrics, following
stylish design and contemporary techniques inspired
from the New York City architecture and interiors.
Classic linens and distressed textured fabrics and rich
velvets are combined with semi structured motifs and
beautiful embroideries, surface manipulation and
quilting giving this collection a clean and sophisticated
look.
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VIKAS SHARMA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: Nikki joshi

MINIMALISM

Contact no. : +91-9610427920

Address: Vikas Sharma
C/o Karni Lal Sharma,
474, Katewa Nagar,
New Sanganer Road
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302019

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: vsharma1113@gmail.com

A minimalist prefers simple, optimum and minimal
things. In art history, the minimalists were artists
whose work involved simple gestures and ideas. The
art they created is also referred to as minimalist. A
white canvas with one black line might be a typical
minimalist painting. A composer who only plays one
note, a designer who puts only a bed in a bedroom:
they’re all minimalists. Taking block printing as
my technique and minimalism as my inspiration
I introduced a new collection of women’s wear
and men’s wear garments using simple designs
and amalgamating them with the traditional craft
technique of block printing.
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SHIVANI RASTOGI

GITANJLI CHHIBBER

UG-2014-2018

UG-2014-2018

Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Jyamiti Designs, Jaipur

Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9953107679
Email id: shivani.iic@gmail.com
Address: Shivani Rastogi,
7/5b, Pocket B, Ashok Vihar
Phase – lll, Delhi
Pin Code: 110052

First part of the project was dedicated to the creation
of a collection of handmade leather bags for women,
inspired by national flower of Australia, Golden
Wattle, made for the Australian market. Second
collection was made for the Fabindia group, keeping
Lotus, the national flower of India as Inspiration. It
features a range of table top jewellery accessories
for women, made from handmade leather based on
the deep research on various aspects of the flower
such as history, symbolic significance, cultural value,
geographical region, usage and structure.

Contact no. : +91-9672343660,
+91-8950768618
Email id: gitanjli.chhibber@gmail.com
Address: Gitanjli,
C/o Tarun Chhibber,
Flat number- 304, D-block, 3rd floor
Vikram Vihaar (AWHO colony) Sector 27,
Panchkula, Haryana
Pin Code: 341161

Rajasthali is the flagship brand by the Rajasthan Small
Industries Corporation Ltd. (RSIC), a Government
of Rajasthan Undertaking. The brand provides a
marketing platform to artisans residing in Rajasthan
to showcase their craftsmanship and sell their craft.
Aim of the design project was to revamp the store
internally and externally. On the inside, exhibition
of products (visual merchandise and prop design),
proper signage, packaging system, business stationery
(brochures) and uniforms for staff were worked upon.
Externally, the aim was to enhance the facade of the
building. The inspiration for most of the deliverables
was Mandana - an exquisite folk art of Rajasthan. The
results of this project enhanced the overall brand
image of Rajasthali, indirectly helping the handicrafts
community of Rajasthan associated with the brand.
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

BLOOM

UG-2015-2019

Soft Material Design

AKSHITA GANGWAL
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Swati Jain
Client: SAADAA (Sustainable Designs and
Technologies Pvt.Ltd), Jaipur

PRATHAM

Contact no. : +91-9425092588

Address: Akshita Gangwal,
C/o Mr. Sanjeev Gangwal
100, Laxmi niwas,
Opp. Narendra Cinema
Ujjain – 456001, M.P.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: saraogiagencies@gmail.com

The step well was purely a utilitarian construction,
a tempe tank, with some embellishments for
architectural significance. This beautifully systematic
and ornately organized structure inspired the products
as well as their printed embellishment for this project.
The collection was enhanced by using an indigenous
sustainable craft technique of natural dye printing
called bagru printing.
The collection presents a range of fashion and lifestyle
accessories including file folder, sling bag, tote bag,
scarves, and sarongs.
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AVANTIKA GANDHI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Craftizen Foundation, Bangalore

MUTED MAUVE

Contact no. : +91-7838552576

Address: Avantika Gandhi,
C/o Mr. Parvesh Kumar Gandhi
J-23, Lajpat Nagar III
New Delhi
Pin Code: 110024

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: pkgandhi1969@gmail.com

The collection aims at bridging the gaps between
design, skill level and market. Craftizen is a Section
8 Company, working with embroidery artisans in
Hyderabad. The need is to up- skill women through
training, and introduce them to the basics of garment
construction and clothing market. Muted Mauve is the
mood for romance, light heartedness and calmness.
The silhouettes selected beautifully highlight the
skill level of the women. The idea was to keep it
minimalistic yet aesthetically pleasing. Subtlety of
mauve colour is used to reach out to the professional
corporate women. The project is a convergence of
training, design and marketing.
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GARGI RAJAWAT
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Rayil Kul Associates Brand, Jaipur

FANTASY NIGHT SKY

Contact no.: +91-9829179181
Email id: rajawatgargi@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: 63-A, Arpit Nagar,
Opp. Chitrakoot Sector 3, Near Gandhi
Path, Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur,
Pin Code: 302021

This is a collection of garments for summer season
in different counts of unprocessed hand spun handwoven cotton, created in remembrance of minimalism
and comfort, with hints of subtle hand embroidery.
The theme is ‘Fantasy Night Sky’ which refers to an
awareness of the profound grace and peaceful beauty
of the universe – an awareness that evokes feelings
which are inexplicably deep and too mysterious for
words. The concept is inspired from ‘Yugen’, stream of
Japanese aesthetics.
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GAURI SHANKAR PANDEY
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Self-sponsored

Contact no. : +91- 9602416609

Address: Village-ORMA,
Post-Baghamara,
Distt-Balod (Chattisgarh)
Pin Code: 491226

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: gaurishankar696@gmail.com

During the ply-split braiding class I really enjoyed
working with this technique. I discovered that Errol
Sir is the one of the greatest master artist of this age
old technique. I wanted to save and revive this craft.
In my diploma project I’ve focused on exploring and
researching more about the technique and its existing
market. I have also worked on the variations in the
technique to enhance my understanding. I want to
develop my brand where I can promote and take
ply-split braiding forward. My focus area is and will
remain, building the hand skills for the technique as
well as teach it to as many as possible.
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KAVYA SHARMA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Self-sponsored

ANAVARAN

Contact no.: +91-9927546886

Address: Kavya Sharma,
D/o Mr. Rajiv Sharma,
B-100, Takshila Colony,
Garh Road, Meerut, UP,
Pin Code: 250004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: saumya1319@gmail.com

Sustainability is the zeitgeist of the moment. Due
to ignorance, lack of awareness and mindless
consumerism the environment is suffering leading to
various hazards and ecological imbalances. Garbage
has become that invisible part of our lives which we
hate to see but love to create. Huge amounts of plastic
packaging pollute the lands and oceans, when burned
it causes corruption of air, a slow poison killing the
earth and her inhabitants.
Green design is imperative for a better future. This
collection is an attempt at solving the problem of
plastic pollution using the technique of weaving, using
waste single use plastic and leather waste to create
products.
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PRACHI JOSHI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms.Meenakshi Singh
Client: CHEER SAGAR EXPORTS, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-9827196433
Email id: www.sima7joshi@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Prachi Joshi, C/o Mr. Deepak
Rai Joshi,
D7, Saket Enclave, Mungeli Road,
Behind Patidar Bhavan,
Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh,
Pin Code: 495001
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PRACHI KASERA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Thread Craft India, Lucknow

Contact no. : +91-8004281541
Email id: kasera567@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Prachi Kasera,
D/o Mr. Sunil Kumar,
948 A, Sector-M, Ashiyana Colony,
Kanpur Road, Lucknow ,UP,
Pin Code: 226012

Belonging to the Nawabi Nagri Lucknow, which also
happens to be the home of famous hand-crafted
embroidery of Chikankari, I have always, had an eye
for the craft. Therefore, to get an in depth knowledge
of this beautiful embroidery, I chose to work upon
it for my final diploma project. I designed a range
of home furnishings with chikankari, with a healthy
balance of aesthetic sensibility and reasonable pricing.
The inspiration for design development was motifs
& carvings on the historical buildings of Lucknow,
“Bada-Imambara” & “Chota-Imambara”. The designed
products are an example of our way of combining the
crafts with functionality, aesthetics and history. The
products fashioned are purely handcrafted.
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RAHUL SHARMA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Self-sponsored

Email id: rs86913@gmail.com
Address: Rahul Sharma
S/o Mr. Virendra Sharma
9-B, Kundan Nagar, Sanganer,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302029

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9829094274,
+91-8302220524

The collection brings the freshness of nature and the
royalty of architecture together. It is a range of high
end block printed products for bed story, under the
category home textiles. Keeping in mind the brand
I was working for, Pooja Design Art, and its clientele
belonging to the age group age 30yrs and above, I
came up with this print collection. The project was a
combination of various aspects like understanding the
customer, developing concepts, placements of blocks,
working on cost, prototyping etc. The product range
includes cushion, pillow, curtain and bed spread.
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RASSU RAM
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: AS ENTERPRISES, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-9827196433

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Rassuram,
H.N-243, Chikhlapara,
Village + Post-Garhbengal,
Tehsil+Dist-Narayanpur, (Chattisgarh)
Pin Code: 494661

bl fMIyksek ifj;kstuk ds fy;s] eSaus Nrhlx<+ dh
ewfj;kdyk dks viuh mRizsj.kk ds :i esa pquk gS A
Nrhlx<+ esa ek= rhu f’kYidkj gSa] tks ijEijkxr rjhds
ls ih<h nj ih<h dk vH;kl dj jgs gSA eSa Hkh bl i`BHkwfe
ls laca/k j[krk gwWa rFkk ;g esjh nwljh ih<h gS ftlus bl
dyk dks vius thou esa vkRelkn fd;k gS A ;g dyk
ikjaifjd rkSj ij nhokjksa dh lTtk ds fy;s] dSuokl ij
cukbZ tkrh gSaA blesa izk;% izd`fr rFkk yksd thou dk
ltho fp=.k fd;k tkrk gSA eSus bl foyqIr gks jgh dyk
dks ,d u;k vk;ke iznku djus dk iz;kl fd;k gSA vr%
bl ifj;kstuk ds varxZr eSus bl yksddyk ds Lo:i dk
efgykvksa dh izpfyr oL=k 'kSfy;ksa ij ltkoVh rduhd
ds :i esa mi;ksx fd;k gSA
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RIMISHA GOTHERWAL
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Rays of sun, Jaipur

TIMELESS

Contact no. : +91-9414039366,
+91-9828565366, +91-9983599813

Address: Rimisha Gotherwal
C/o Raj Kumar Verma,
B-32, Arjun Puri,
Imli Phatak Sahkar Marg
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302015

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: rimishagotherwal.rg@gmail.
com

Timeless is a lasting design or material which is highly
desirable and imbued with emotion. “The Timeless
Khadi Collection” is inspired by the techniques used
in Ralli Quilts made by Meghwal tribes from Pakistan
who migrated to India. The purpose of using this
inspiration is to uplift their craft technique and to
make these women employed. The designs have been
created keeping in tone with “TIMELESS” styles and
varied techniques used in Ralli Quilts such as appliqué,
embroidery, and patchwork. The collection comprises
of a wide range of apparels for women, including
reversible jackets, using khadi fabric, for season
Autumn/Winter 2019.
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SAGAR BISWAS
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: SYAHI, Bagru

Contact no. : +91-9609214051
Email id: sbiswas372@gmail.com

This collection of saris is woven in natural dyed yarns
and extra weft technique, with the artisans from
Phulia, Kolkata. The theme is Minimalism, and designs
present a panorama of subtle geometric patterns,
to inculcate the sense of simplicity and optimisation
mingled with tasteful aesthetics.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Sagar Biswas,
C/o Mr. Aditya Kumar Biswas
Vill-Fultala, Station Road, Das Para,
Po-Fultala,PS-Habra,Distt.
North Twenty Four Pgs,
Habra, West Bengal
Pin Code: 743263
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MOHAMMMED SAQIB
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Self-sponsored

Email id: m.sabirneelgar@yahoo.in
Address: Mohd. Saqib,
C/o Mr. Mohammed Sabir,
Neelgar, H.N. 2803, Mehron Ki Nadi
Choukdi Ramchandra ji ki
Ramganj Bazar, Jaipur, Rajisthan
Pin Code: 302002

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9314507666

Lehariya is one of the most popular crafts of
Rajasthan region, but owing to lack of awareness
very few people make leheriyas with natural dyes.
Therefore in my collection I have tried to enhance
the beauty of leheriya with sustainable practices.
First part of the project was dedicated to building
an in-depth knowledge about natural dyes, dying
process, mordents etc. and development of shade
cards and swatches using various permutations and
combinations with different materials. Later half of
the project dealt with development of stoles and
dupattas using the understanding gained. The Lehariya
technique was tried in its simplest forms .i.e. diagonal
lines (Lehariya), criss-cross lines (Mothara), zigzag
waves and a combination of these. The result has
been very satisfying, and will provide newer insights
into the craft.
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SEJAL AGARWAL
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Tata Trust, Mumbai

DAILY LIFE OF ASSAM and RABHA

Email id: balajitransformers@yahoo.co.in
Address: Sejal Agarwal,
C/o Mr. Sanjeev Agarwal
242/92, Yahiya ganj
253/69, Yahiya ganj, Bartan bazar
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code: 226003

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9415014480

The project was aimed at design training the weavers
of Assam, enabling them to cater to the urban market
with enhanced quality and efficient timings. First
part of the project revolved around the ‘Daily life of
Assam.’ In contrast to this fast paced world, people
of Assam are still connected to nature, and most of
their essentials are derived from it, making locally
available natural dyes and hand spun Eri and Muga
silk the obvious choice. ‘Rabha’ a scheduled tribe of
Assam plains that specialise in extra weft technique,
inspired the second collection of the project. The red,
black, yellow and green colours of their traditional
attire and their sense of understanding for layouts
and basic geometric motifs make their textiles unique
amongst other tribes. The colour palette chosen for
the collection is ice cream candy. The range comprises
of 16 cushions and 9 throws.
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SHRADHA GUPTA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Khatu Designs, Jaipur

POLO

Email id: akg12295@gmail.com
Address: Shradha Gupta,
C/o Mr. Anil Kumar Gupta
Bungalow Number, 58
Kauwa Bagh, Railway colony,
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code: 273012

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9794841054

Polo is one of the world’s oldest known team sports.
Often termed as the sport of royalty, the game has
always been imbibed with a regal charm, which serves
as the inspiration for ‘The Polo Collection’ The prints
used in the collection revolve around the lifestyle of
the nobility and their horses and serve as an ode to
the resplendent game. The designs have been created
keeping in tone with the vibe, essence and spirit of the
sport and portray a deep
understanding of the sport using various printing
techniques namely Block, Screen and Digital. The
collection comprises of a wide range of accessories
and apparel for both men and women who share a
love for the ancient sport of Polo.
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SURBHI JAIN
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Sola Jaipur, Jaipur

Contact no. : +91-941432996

Address: Surbhi Jain,
C/o Mr. Surendra Kr. Jain,
46- Green Nagar, Durgapura,
Jaipur, Rajasthan

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: surendrajain41@gmail.com

This collection of twelve garments is inspired from
the Colors of 2019 and the architecture of Rajasthan.
It captures the essence of the traditional crafts of
Rajasthan like leheriya, block printing and frame work
which adds dramatically to the grace to garments.
Round-necks and boat necks are the key elements of
styling. The garments cater to the higher income groups
and are in tune with the latest trends. Aquatic life is
a hand painted collection of 6 stoles, which renders
the beauty and textures of aquatic animals and sea
surface on silk with ombre effect in monochromatic
shades of blue.
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design
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Fired Material Design

UG-2014-2018

Fired Material Design

ASMITA MADAN
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Binil Mohan
Client: Cottage Emporium, New Delhi

UN VENT

Contact no. : +91-8930611800
Email Id: asmita.madaan@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Ravinder Madaan,
1388/ 89, DC Road, Ambala Centt,
Ambala, Haryana
Pin code-133001

Borosilicate glass-blown Chandeliers that are up
cycled from science laboratory ware items, including
different types of funnels, beakers, and flasks. The
pieces are hand blown and fused. First part of the
collection the ‘Checkmate’ is inspired by chess pieces,
and is as regal as the game itself. ‘Asteroid story’ the
second half, is a range of hand-blown glass products
inspired by the shape of the Asteroids. The idea was to
replicate the beautiful formation it has while imbibing
the essence of the void above. Pieces are worked on
with precision practiced arbitrarily, making it one of
its kinds.
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AYUSHI VIJAY
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Vanmala Jain and Mr. Aditya Kumar
Client: Red Mug, Chandigarh

MUSHROOMS

Contact no.: +91-9694834255

Address: Mahendra Gupta,
M-128, Mahesh Colony,
JP Underpass, Tonk Phatak
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302015

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email Id: vijayayushi12@gmail.com

Mushrooms are one of the key elements found in the
wild, mainly in the rainy season. Associated with nature
and beauty of forest, they are also known as good luck
symbols which serve as the inspiration for ‘The planter
collection’. The essence created in the collection
revolves around the emotions of rejuvenation which
everyone wants in their busy schedule. The design has
been created by keeping in thought the visuals, the
natural feel and functionality of the Planters. The idea
is conveyed by creating different surface textures. The
collection comprises of different types of planters with
variation in sizes for the convenience of customers.
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KUNAL AGARWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Vanmala Jain and Mr. Aditya Kumar
Client: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar, Jaipur

TABLEWARE FOR CASUAL DINING

Contact no.: +91-8764060555
Email Id: kkagarwal112@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o R.L. Agarwal,
T-481, Block-21, Rangoli Garden,
Maharana Pratap Marg,
Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Pin Code: 302021

Tea originated in China as a medicinal drink and it
is the most widely consumed beverage in the world
after water. It travelled the world, getting commonly
consumed at social events. Many cultures have created
intricate formal ceremonies for these events. Thus tea
and the art of serving it properly became an important
value. Tea sets too have journeyed through a lot of
different shapes and prints. From ancient to modern
times, royals to masses the design of tea set remains
much the same. The design collection of tea set has a
modern abstract form. The collection of snack plates
in irregular shapes creates a single form on joining
them all. The collection comprises a wide range of tea
sets and snack plates celebrating imperfections.
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PARUL AGRAWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: Self-sponsored

“KABBISH” A Pot Jewelry

Email Id: agrawalp0309@gmail.com
Address: C/o Rajesh Agrawal,
84 Raidopur, Sanitary House,
Azamgarh, Uttar Pradesh
Pin code: 276001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7023793025

In the project I have worked on BLACK POTTERY of
Nizamabad, a craft which is on the verge of diminishing,
and needs a lot of involvement, improvement, and
innovations. I wanted to revive the craft and make
introduce something new and unique to it. So, I
decided to create jewelry. Terracotta is a traditional
Indian art form that has taken shape over thousands
and thousands of years. Almost every Indian household
utilizes some kind of product obtained from pottery.
What is interesting to note is that Terracotta art and
pottery contributes tremendously to India’s rich
culture and traditions &amp; has great significance in
the lives of people, across the various states of India.
Taking up this terracotta tradition (in whatever form
world seeing terracotta) as my inspiration, I worked
on Jewelry and introduced a Fashion jewelry Brand
– KABBISH – A Pot Jewelry.
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YASHVI BAXI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Anju Pawar and Mr. Aditya Kumar
Client: Clay Craft India, Rajasthan

TEA INFUSER

Email Id: yashvi21baxi@gmail.com
Address: C/o Anurag Baxi,
1, KHA 28, Jawahar Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9829692067

India is a tea drinking country and people here are
fascinated with it. In almost every region people
consume tea but in different ways. Over time the teadrinking habit has also evolved. It’s interesting to study
the different kinds of tea, their multiple benefits and
the way they are served all around the county in multicultural ways. In this project I have worked with fine
bone china crockery manufacturers, Clay Craft, and
have created Tea ware. The ‘Tea Infuser’ is a lifestyle
product which limits the effort of getting up several
times to prepare tea. The product is made with fine
industrial bone china which gives it a perfect look and
finish. Bone china is known for its properties like good
hygiene and non-reaction with other materials or
liquids. The collection comes with a Teapot, a strainer
and a Lid which locks into the infuser to help balance
it while pouring. The whole range is designed with a
set of four cups and a lemon\honey bowl.
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UG-2015-2019

Fired Material Design

AYUSH SRIVASTAVA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: ATELIER DS, Jaipur

COLLECTIBLES

Email Id: ayushsrivastava01@gmail.com
Address: C/o Dileep Srivastava,
12/504, Indira Nagar,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code-226016
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7073518349

Lighting or Accent lights is a collection of five different
lamps inspired by Memphis movement, which was
about radical, funny and outrageous thinking and
essentially disregarded what was considered in “good
taste “at that time. The geometric figures of Art Deco,
the color palette of Pop Art and 1950s kitsch inspired
the unusual aesthetic of the Memphis movement. The
design of the five lamps in this collection is an ode to
Memphis movement and an attempt to bring the 80s
movement back, and is made possible in ceramics
using throwing technique. The collection comprises of
lamps which can fit into any space while not being very
loud. ‘Collectibles’ is a collection of various desktop
accessories inspired by Deconstructivism, a movement
of postmodern architecture which appeared in the
80s. Deconstructivism can be characterized by an
absence of harmony, continuity or symmetry. These
characteristics helped me come up with various forms
and then I introduced the function to those forms.
Collectibles has been designed keeping corporate desk
spaces in mind; Pen stands, Containers and Pourers
are the first sets of collection in the second range.
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BABULAL
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Rujuta Joshi
Client: Serene Design & Marketing Pvt Ltd.

Contact no.: +91-9165675339
Email Id: babulalprajapati570@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Village+Post-Bargawan,
Tehsil-Ambikapur,
Surguja, Chattisgarh

eSus viuk fMIyksek izkstsDV ^lsjsu fMtkbu LVqfM;ks^]
,uvkbZMh] ikyM+h] vgenkckn ls fd;k gSA blds
vUrxZr eSaus uspwjy VsjkdksVk ls ^ikVsZcy ckchZD;w^
dks;ys ls pyus okyh fMtkbu rS;kj dh gSA ;g
fMtkbu fidfud ,oa xkMZu ,fj;k dks /;ku esa j[krs
gq;s cuk;h xbZ gS A blesa eSus VsjkdksVk dh ckWMh]
yksgs dk Oghy LVs.M] yksgs dh tkyh IysV] ydMh dh
gS.My ,oa FkekZehVj yxk;k gSA bl izksMsDV dks cMh
vklkuh ls ,d txg ls nwljh txg ys tk;k tk
ldrk gS rFkk bldk iz;ksx Hkh cgqr ljy gSA
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SUJOYA BHADURI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: Clay County, Jaipur

MY STORY

Email Id: sujoyabhaduri07@gmail.com
Address: C/o Mr. Jay Brat Bhaduri
F-63, Shyamli Colony,
Mecon, Doranda,
Ranchi-834002(Jharkhand)

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7568874266

In all my school life, I was the kid that seemed to never
be paying attention. Lost in my own imaginations, my
text copies used to be filled backward rather than
from the front, seemingly in my own world of doodles
and drawings. It was board examination time when I
decided to go for designing. My parents were against
it, so I gave all the exams without informing anyone.
My college life started in 2015. Many ups and downs
came, some days it was the happiest and some days
went like why I’m doing this. But eventually, things
turn up best for you. I never knew I would be opting
for fired material application but a drive came in I’m in
love with ceramics. IICD made me believe in my skills.
College life was an ice-breaking experience indeed, as
I used to be very introvert. I am the Head Designer and
Visualizer of a Company now, and when I look back
now. IICD is the core reason where I’m now.
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design
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Hard Material Design

UG-2014-2018

Hard Material Design

AJAY SIDAR
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shuchi Mathur and Mr. Shuvankar Biswas
Client: Isaaka Creations, Bengaluru

Contact no.: +91-7987366935
Email Id: ajaykumarsidar703@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: 115, Dipapara, Ektal, Raigarh,
Net Nagar, (Chattisgarh)
Pin code: 496440

For my Diploma Project I have worked with “Isaaka
Creations”, a company based in metal, stone and
wood. I have created three collections with a range
of products including lampshades, candle stands and
wine glasses. These collections are inspired from a
flower named Caila Lily. My work is a blend of art and
design and it forces the viewer to relook at traditional
crafts and their possibilities in the contemporary
world.
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AKSHAY PAL SINGH
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Milav design, Jaipur

Contact no.: 7737287059
Email Id: kissakshay@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Surendra Pal Singh,
27/19 A, Gujarghati,
Behind Air Force Quarter,
Amer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302002

First part of the collection is dedicated to a range of
contemporary furniture. The form, texture, and colors
of an item are direct interpretation of materials used.
The interaction of design and utility is insured in the
collection Second half of the project is a range of
accent furniture, a piece of furniture that stands out,
lends a statement to the room and complements its
décor. Small tables are a great product to be used as
accents. In this collection wood and metal are used
as core materials and details are given emphasis. The
collection also mirrors hints of crafts like spinning,
inlay and carving.
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AMBIKA ANAND
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9897060005
Email Id: anandambika247@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Gaurav Anand,
43 A Civil Lines (South),
Mahaveer Chowk ,
Muzaffarnagar, UP
Pin code: 251001
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DHANIN AKAR
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Ganesh Gulve
Client: Raja Arts, Jaipur

Contact no.: +91-9660660667

Address: C/o Rajeev Akar,
E-24, Karni Marg, Shastri Nagar
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302016

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email Id: dhaninakar@gmail.com

The purpose of the project was to develop Hotel
ware Products for both Domestic and International
Markets. The idea was to break the conservative elitist
definitions of design and take it to the masses. Design
need not be complicated; it just should be convenient
for the consumer. I have become more inclined
towards Wood as a material; all because of Raja Arts,
the company I worked with and my mentor Mr. Ganesh
Gulve who helped me evolve on a lot of levels in my
work.
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GOVIND BHANDARI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Cobalt Design, New Delhi

Email Id: gopubhandari007@gmail.com
Address: C/o Lal Singh Bhandari
BL-110, , B-Sector, ,
Deen Dayal Nagar,
Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh
PIN-474020

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: 7726086520

In this project I have worked with metal & their alloys
(copper, brass, aluminum), mixing them with the
comfort of design and beauty of aesthetics. It involves
intensive research on Urban Gardening Systems. This
research has taken the form of a Holy Basil Planter,
representing indigenous knowledge in interaction
with hydroponic system. The Final prototype was
made in copper metal as processes like photosynthesis
requires copper and it also helps maintaining the ph
level of water. The end prototype is hexagonal with
two holes in the bottom of the top container for wick,
which assists in plant growth, aiding in the process of
precipitation.
Hydroponic System incorporated is the way forward
for environment-friendly Plantation, as it uses just
10% of the water used in traditional practices.
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KANISHKA CHHAJER
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Binil Mohan
Client: All India Artisans and Craftworkers Welfare
Association (AIACA), Jaipur

Email Id: ckanishka16@gmail.com
Address: C/o Sampat Ray Dassani,
53, D Free School Street, 5th Floor,
Kolkata, West Bengal
Pin-700016

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: 7073155140

Crafts are an extension of our exuberant cultural
heritage and a celebration of the handmade. They
exist in this time and age because, in reality, they are
also businesses. The simple act of buy and sell of wares
has evolved by many folds. However, artisans do not
go to Business Schools to strategize their trade better.
This unorganized sector, in recent years, has seen an
influx of grants and aid from NGOs and the government
who are trying very hard to conserve the beauty of
handmade. This systems project is a generic toolkit
and a trainer’s guide for conducting training programs
across all craft clusters in India. This manual is divided
into five sections - Business Ideation, Production
and Operations, Marketing and Sales, Refection and
Growth and Design and Innovation. The content and
questions asked will help the trainer guide group
discussions during training programs. Along with this
content, the Resource Toolkit provides templates,
links, and lists that will help artisans apply this
information in real-time situations.
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KUMAR RAVI RANJAN
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijay Singh
Client: Rajasthan Crafts Industries, Jaipur

FUSUMA

Contact no.: +91-9973364213
Email Id: kumarravir15@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Srendra Nath Ojha,
Village+Post- Bahrauli
Thana -Mashrakh, Distt- Saran (Bihar)
Pin code: 841417

They say life is all about making choices. This or
that? Here or there? Then or now? Perhaps there
is a better way. The middle way” It is this Japanese
principle of balance that inspired my collection, a little
bit traditional, a little bit contemporary; Japanese in
design, Indian in craftsmanship. Fusuma collection
is a range of living room furniture in tune with the
Rajasthan crafts industry’s design philosophy aligned
with the understanding of current trends in the global
market. The product range includes a Cabinet, a TV
cabinet and a sofa.
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LAVEENA SINGAWAT
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Quetzel Designs India Private Limited,
Bengaluru

WOODPECKER

Email Id: lavee.27singawat@gmail.com
Address: C/o Satish Singawat,
Jaiswal Colony,
Behind Civil Court,
Badi Choupati, Badnawar, Distt.- Dhar,
(Madhya Pradesh) Pin: 454660

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: 9981992708

A land, tranquil and calm,
greens, bushes, trees of palm.
As the sun and the rain eternally mate with weather,
Delightfully soothing, drizzles like feather.
An intangible feeling of being in Mangalore, incredible
ecosystem of the city serves as the inspiration
of “Project Woodpecker”. Designs of Solid Wood
Furniture have been created by using traditional
joinery techniques to make complete knockdown
furniture by following the lines of mass production,
which could fit really well in today’s time for lesser
space and still gives the essence and spirit of the
calm and refreshing surrounding. Ornamentation of
Tarkashi on the furniture feels like a breath of fresh
air. The design of Tarkashi pattern has been created
keeping in with the refreshing vibe of Mangalore
city. The range consists of a Coffee Table, side table,
Chest of Drawer, Sailor’s Chest and Bar Cabinet, for
those who want to incorporate nature in their rushing
metropolitan life.
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MUKESH KAPARI
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Studio Objectry, New Delhi

Email Id: mkapri96@gmail.com
Address: C/o Nawin Narayan Prasad,
Village + Post: Simari Ps: Bisfi
District: Madhubani, Bihar
Pin code: 847222

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: 9680197701

The reason behind working with Studio Objectry for
my Diploma Project was to understand their style of
product development, product finishing techniques
and utilize their idea of using simple geometric shapes
to create my product range. The idea was to explore
techniques that were never used by the studio as well
as me. Thus the entire journey of this diploma project
was a little challenging but there was something new
for me to explore and learn from. Another reason
behind working with a studio was to understand its
working system. The brief was to develop home decor
product range using geometric shapes and exploring
surface embellishment. After carefully observing the
work of the designers, artists, and the studio, I began
creating and exploring surfaces. I did these explorations
with materials like wood, metal, cane, and rope. A lot
of explorations were done along with which I began
working on the product range. My entire collection
was based on creating a lot of different surfaces.
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NEHAL AGARWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Ganesh Gulve
Client: Self-sponsored

THE UNSEEN BEAUTY- SHAJAR STONE

Email id: nehalaggarwal5@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Nehal Agarwal
32/35, Sadar Kabari Bazar,
Meerut cantt, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code: 250001

Discovered around 400 years ago, the stone which
gracefully encapsulates this fine jewellery collection,
is Dendrite, known locally as Shajar. Derived from
a Greek word Shajar means – ‘tree like’. Beauty
of the stone lies in the fern like inclusions of Iron,
Manganese and other metallic oxides creating bold
beautiful patterns within, unique to each stone. Apart
from aesthetic splendour beliefs accord to it a spiritual
significance valuable for emotional and physical
healing. Every piece of jewellery in the collection is an
amalgamation of natural aesthetics of the stone and
aspirations of the modern women, in sync with Indian
culture, tradition and ethos.
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PALAK BHARGAVA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Shamit Das and Ms. Pampa Panwar
Client: Ms. Priti, Jaipur

Contact no.: 9461774384
Email Id: palakbhargava14@gmail.com

Soft
HardMaterial
MaterialDesign
Design

In the second phase of my project, I combined paper
with metal and used this combination to create a
range of desk accessories. These accessories were
conceived out of usual office desk products. The
product when kept on the table allows the user to
organize the workspace without making any clutter.
The idea creates, hybrid of pen stand with a memo
pad keeper, a utility tray with a wire organizer and a
paper tray along with a file holder.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN 2019

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Dinesh Bhargava,
B-49, Prabhu Marg ,
Tilak Nagar
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin-302004

I’ve always had a curious relationship with paper.
So for my diploma project, I decided to work with
paper and stumbled across Craft Boat, a Jaipur based
handmade Paper Goods Company that reuses cotton
fabric waste to make paper. In the first phase of the
project, I researched the different marbling techniques
and color mediums that are used to create marbling
pattern. Further to my understanding I experimented
with different color mediums, tools and techniques
on the handmade paper, and thus produced a unique
wave-like marbling pattern. I used these marbled
papers to develop Diaries, journals, and planners.
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PRIYANK AGARWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Shamit Das and Ms. Pampa Panwar
Client: Jyamiti Design and Exports Pvt. Ltd, Jaipur

WEAV’N

Contact no.: 8739869030
Email Id: priyank.agr14@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o SanjeevAgarwal,
C- 16 Gandhi Nagar, Near Pancham,
Diagnostic Center
Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
Pin-243003

Exquisite details merged with fine, simplistic,
traditional forms define the “Weav’n Collection”.
The blend of patterns using hand-dyed jute threads,
textures from solid Sheesham wood and vibrant colors
brings richness and depth to the design, which borrows
its inspiration from rich traditional architectural
elements of Banaras but with a contemporary flair.
Designed for living room spaces, ideal for urbanities,
the collection speaks of the owners love from modern
designs with Handcrafted elegance. In the collection,
the wood attracts the eye with its colorful palette of
pigmented vibrant Banarsi Hues, creating a stellar
experience with and even without lights.
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RAKESH VISHWAKARMA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shuchi Mathur and Mr. Shuvankar Biswas
Client: Isaka Creations, Bengaluru

Contact no.: +91 07714016500
Email Id: rakeshvishwakarma04@gmail.
com

Beauty of traditional handcrafted products with utility
to complement one’s modern living style are my
approach towards design. I want to promote traditional
crafts and reach out to people with a concept of
changing the idea of using craft products only for
ornamentation. I designed a range of Kitchen & Living
room Accessories incorporating craft techniques to
promote traditional crafts with a modern approach.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Manager (Development)
Chhattisgarh Handicraft Development
Board(A Government of Chhattisgarh
Undertaking)
Chhattisgarh Haat Premises,
Pandri Cloth Market,
Raipur – 492004, Chhattisgarh, INDIA
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SANKUL MEHTA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: ATELIER DS, Jaipur

ANNULUS

Contact no.: 8824884646
Email Id: sankoolmehta@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Dr. Anup Mahta,
143 B, Frontier Colony, Adarsh Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
PIN-302004

Annulus, a collection of adornments for men and
women is based on minimalism and the concept of
concentric circles. Each piece is a unique handcrafted
product made using turning technique and materials
like brass and synthetic stones (black lapis and
turquoise). Working on minimalism, the form and
lines of the products are kept clean and simple making
it look edgy and elegant. Men’s jewelry projects
elegance and class.
The annulus lamp is crafted in stainless steel, brass, and
glass. Annulus pendant light is minimalism redefined
and it features soft lighting, perfect for places where
you don’t want to work or study.
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SUNITA JHORKA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Shamit Das and Ms. Pampa Panwar
Client: Sahil and Sarthak, New Delhi

Contact no.: 8769655304

Address: Ms. Sunita Jhorka,
Vill.-Ektal, Post Netnagar,
District-Raigarh, (Chhattisgarh)
PIN-796440

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email Id: jhorkasunitaa@gmail.com

My work all along has been more on the sculptural
bent. In the first range products have been directly
or indirectly inspired by Rainwater drop forms. In
this project I have learned to innovate within the
limitations and constraints of a single material. Brass
has been used with Dhokra casting. Other range in
the project is inspired by bird nests and is centered
on my village Ektal in Chhattisgarh. Final products are
pendant lamp, food bowl, and tray. ‘Lotus Pond’ is the
inspiration for the next range, and products are again
done in Dhokra casting.
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SUNITA VISHWAKARMA
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Ms. Shuchi Mathur and Mr. Shuvankar Biswas
Client: Kanika Bawa, Mumbai

Email Id: sunitaiicd25@gmail.com
Address: Manager (Development)
Chhattisgarh Handicraft Development
Board
(A Government of Chhattisgarh
Undertaking)
Chhattisgarh Haat Premises,
Pandri Cloth Market,
Raipur - 492004
Chhattisgarh, INDIA

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91 07714016500

I have designed a range of interior lightings under
the project. I wanted to experiment with different
patterns in lighting and achieve various effects through
materials like metal siporex and foam sheet. I have
played with the effect of translucency and reflection.
Taking inspiration from marigold I have developed a
range of table lamps and a convertible pendant lamp.
The forms are generated from different arrangements
of a single repeating unit. The final lights are intended
to have a character and a potential to lift up the
environment in which they are installed.
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TOSHIT KUMAR RAM
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Ganesh Gulve
Client: Esthete Designers and Builders Pvt. Ltd.,
Bengaluru

Contact no.: 78778166903
Email Id: trocks7@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Amit Kumar,
5/162 Vinay Khand , Gomati Nagar ,
Lucknow, UP
Pin-226010

My diploma project revolves around the material
concrete. The idea that started this project was to
create ultra-utility lamps. My products are 2 domeshaped pendant lamps and 3 assembly lamps, made to
challenge how the material conventionally looks and
give it a different feel and perspective so that people
can relate to it in a totally different way. The project has
been successful as the positive user reviews suggest.
People found it hard to believe that the material is
concrete after the treatment and finish we achieved
on it. In future, we plan to work on outdoor lamps as
concrete can be a better material for outdoors with
properties to withstand the wear and tear inflicted by
weather conditions.
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TRIPTI AGARWAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Palace Atelier, City palace, Jaipur

PICHWAI LOTUS LAMP COLLECTION

Contact no.: 9549340898

Address: C/o Rajesh Bansal,
D-142 , Kaushalya Path ,
Basant Marg, Opp. Gulab Udyan,
Banipark
Jaipur,-302016 (Rajasthan)

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email Id: triptiagarwal21@yahoo.com

Pichwai is a style of painting that originated over 400
years ago, Intricate and visually stunning, Pichwai
paintings depict tales from Lord Krishna’s life. Other
very common subject found in Pichwais is lotuses. This
lamp collection is inspired by the lotus illustrations in
Pichwai. The Lotus symbolizes spirituality, fruitfulness,
wealth, knowledge and illumination. Working with
talented craftsperson, I have tried to reflect its
beautiful form and colors across the collection.
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YASHASHVI MITTAL
UG-2014-2018
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Manglam Arts, Jaipur

FABLAY

Contact no.: 8290541572
Email Id: yashasvimittal07@gmail.com

FABLAY is a new technique. I fused two different
materials with very different properties: wood and
fabric. In it we inlayed fabric well, there are so many
inlays that are going in the market but the inlay of
fabric is something new. In this technique we have the
advantage of colors, textures, patterns with that it is
less cost effective in comparison of wood, metal and
stone inlay.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Sunil Mittal,
Mr. Sunil Mittal, Nayaganj, , Sikandrabad
District. Bulandshar
Sikandrabad, Uttar Pradesh
Pin-203205
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UG-2015-2019

Hard Material Design

DHIRENDRA PRATAP MANDAVI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Khatu Designs, Jaipur

SPACE SAVING FURNITURE

Contact no. : 7587378436
Email id: dhirendramandavi33@gmail.
com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Dhirendra Pratap Mandavi
S/O Mr.Pandi Ram Mandavi
Gram+post –Garbhengal, tahsil+ districtNarayanpur, Chhattisgarh
Pin Code: 494661

The population pressure on earth’s limited resources
is incessantly increasing, a direct consequence of
which is the scarcity of living space. This paucity calls
for the optimum utilization of the available compact
areas. Keeping this concern in mind, I have designed
a range of space saving furniture which is foldable,
lightweight, moveable and effective in conserving
space. The collection features an outdoor table,
indoor table and a tea trolley, minimalistic in form and
geometric in inspiration.
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HIMANSHU MEHTA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijay Singh
Client: RHIZOME, Gujarat

Email Id: hmehta955@gmail.com
Address: C/o Mr. Pawan Mehta
101-A Mehran Apartment, 8th C Road
Sardarpura, Jodhpur (Rajasthan)

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9414127716

In this modern and fast-moving world, folding
furniture is becoming popular due to change in our
lifestyles. In my design project, I created a collection
of semi-outdoor folding furniture inspired by the
designs of Scandinavian designer, Hans J. Wegner,
from reclaimed wood available with the junk dealers.
Folding furniture itself is time-consuming and
construction-oriented, for getting the right form with
appropriate hardware for movement. I worked on
accomplishing the form, folding mechanism, angular
joints and fabric interconnection. I tried various ways
to make angular joints like metal frame and biscuit
joint in wood and metal. In the end, I came up with
a folding chair, folding stool and a metal folding stool
which is very comfortable to use and space-saving too,
user can easily remove the fabric and fold it.
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NITYASRI RATHORE
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Shamit Das
Client: PRAKRIT Furniture and Design company,
Auroville

Email Id: NITYASRI_RATHORE@YAHOO.
COM
Address: C/o Mr. Ghanshyam Singh
Kharwa House, Naya Bazaar
Ajmer, Rajasthan
Pin code: 305001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7597209207

Each tree has a story to tell, a mystic once said. Stories
of the shapes it took, the places it went to, and the
wonders it sought. Prakrit, a furniture studio in
Auroville celebrates the beauty of natural wood and
its form. My project with them adorns the live edges
of the wooden pieces with forms from nature. Sacred
geometry of the pyramid of Giza as fascinating as it
is, is translated in an eighty four piece building block
toy. Deeply moved by the simplicity of Aurovillians
and their lifestyle, the king size bed is designed at its
most basic, stripped of superfluous elements, colors,
shapes, and textures. Japan&#39;s art, design and
architecture offer everything from the ancient to
the avant-garde. The Bollard is an ode to Japanese
architecture and its aesthetics.
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PURAN KUMAR JHORKA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Miharu, West Bengal

Contact no.: +91-7999596938
Email Id: p.j.jhprka@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: House No.-118, Jharapara Ektal,
Post,-Netnagar, Pusour,
Raigarh, Chattisgarh,
Pin Code: 496440

I did my diploma project in Durgapur, West Bengal, in
Miharu. They have expertise in Dhokra casting Jewelry
and Baluchari woven fabric. The collection is a range of
Dhokra casting jewelry, mixing wood and copper with
Dhokra. I took inspiration from the forts of Rajasthan
and Dhokra jaali hanger. Production Bankura, Binkna
Basti, which was 45kms from Durgapur. The work done
in Bikna Basti is one of a kind and is being practiced
for generations. The artisans have acquired a skill in
which they make delicate pieces using Dhokra casting.
Though the journey had been an uphill climb with a
fair amount of obstacles, I believe it was worth it.
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RADHA VISHWAKARMA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Miharu, West Bengal

Contact no.: +91-7974257614
Email Id: dikcharadha@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: House-148, Ward-08,
Kidai Chepda, Dohgriguda, Post-Palaee,
Kondagaon, Chatt

I did my Diploma project on jewelry collection with
Miharu in West Bengal. Miharu is totally based on
Dhokra casting jewelry. I created a collection of
jewelry inspirited by Warli paintings (yoga and dancing
forms), beehive and metal wear pot. My experience
with them was amazing, from guiding and teaching
the artisan in new techniques and market oriented
designs to buying new raw material to communicating
with a population with their own vernacular language.
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RAJENDRA POYAM
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta & Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Self-sponsored

Email Id: poyam875@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: House No.-101,
Village Jondrapadar, Post-Bunagaon,
Block+District-Kondagaon, Chattisgarh,
Pin Code: 494226

The following project showcases a range of products
to be developed by highly skilled artisans for national
and international market. It revolves around sculptural
development in interior products like chairs, mirror
frames, and tables. These products are to cater to
the needs of high income group. These are dedicated
to use in spacious homes, eliminating the barrier of
product size as a constraint to great degrees. The
primary objective is to develop, enhance and Refine
products to suite the visual aesthetic sensibilities.
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TWINKLE KHATIYAR
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Addyan art & design

Contact no. : +91-9782576416
Email id: twinklekatiyar@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Twinkle Katiyar,
C/o Mr. Arun Katiyar
A-70, Sardar Patel Nagar Hawa Sadak
22-godam
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302006
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RINKLE THAKUR
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Cuirinde, Haryana

Email Id: rinklethakur26@gmail.com
Address: C/o Mr. Dashrath Thakur
Thakur Niwas, 15-C, Maszid Wali Gali,
Hans Enclave, Gurgaon, Haryana
Pin Code: 122001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91- 9818491295

The lotus is a symbol of what is divine and immortal
in humanity, it is a symbol of divine perfection. It
has the attributes of sun and fire gods. It symbolizes
the realization of inner potential and in Tantric and
Yogic traditions the lotus symbolizes the potential of
an individual to harness the flow of energy moving
through the chakras (often depicted as wheel like
lotuses), flowering as the thousand -petaled lotus of
enlightenment at the top of the skull. It represents
eternity, purity, divinity, and is widely used as a symbol
of life, fertility, and ever-renewing youth. The lotus is
used to describe feminine beauty, especially female
eyes. The polished brass plate, diya and the incense
holder of this collection have borrowed inspiration
from this eternal flower.
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SONAL SRIVASTAV
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Commitment To Kashmir, New Delhi

MEHFOOZ

Contact no.: +91-9810603139

Address: Sonal Srivastava,
C/o Mr. Abhaya Srivastava
N 10/58 J 76 Lane No.10
Sri Ram Nagar Colony
Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
Pin code: 221106

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email Id: sonal.srivastavaaa@gmail.com

Commitment to Kashmir (CTOK) is an initiative which
materialized with the ever breathing long night of
turbulence in Kashmir, as a ray of hope to the crafts
and craftsmen, hope of a life fueled with the beauty
and courage of handcrafted traditions. This collection
is a tribute to the undefeated soul of this paradise on
earth. Designs resonate with the natural aesthetics of
Kashmir, essence of Kashmir crafts and skilled
craftsmanship of Kashmiris. The catalog sports a
range of crafts, from the delicacies of walnut carving
to the intricacies of sozni embroidery with a sound
commercial backing to promote and propagate them.
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VAISHALI JAIN
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Vardhman Metal Co., Moradabad, U.P.

Contact no. : +91-9917033336
Email id: socutepallavi@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Vaishali Jain,
C/O Mr. Vishal Jain
B-628/1, Lajpat Nagar,
Moradabad, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code: 244001
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VIDHU DWIVEDI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Self-sponsored

Contact no.: +91-8874188620
Email Id: vidhud0@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Mr. Arun Dev Dwivedi
159-B M.I.G. Maharshi Dayanand Vihar
Phase-1, Indra Nagar, Kanpur, Uttar
Pradesh
Pin code: 208026

The journey of these six months has been an intense
one. Two projects, two cities, four materials, a couple
of friends and a lot of learning. At Studio ABD, I applied
my learning of 4 years in a professional environment.
What is more interesting is that I got the freedom
to think, execute, create and fail in my thoughts,
processes, and actions. This laptop table is not only
my savior; it is also a reflection of lessons learned in
the last project. I learned the importance of processdriven design thinking and its value in developing a
product. All steps are important and do contribute
to holistic product development. I intend to carry
forward these values and lessons in my career pursuits
and my design journey.
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RAMEEZ KHAN

MEENAL

UG-2015-2019

UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Self-sponsored

Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: modular furniture, Jaipur

Contact no. :
+91-7003711594,
+91-9143855536
Email id: rameezwealth111@gmail.com

Contact no.: +91-9216775909
Email Id: meenal209@yahoo.com
Address: C/o Mr. Sanjeev Kumar
House No.1674, Top Floor,
Phase-5, Sas Nagar
Mohali, Punjab
Pin Code: 160055

Design Project was based on System Design. This
project was focusing on elements of sustainability.
This principle defines the Angle Chair developed,
keeping in mind the durability of material and design
and consumer comfort. Screen-print on the cloth was
theme based especially for youngster&#39;s room. In
the second half of the project which was dedicated to
problem-solving I developed Wine Bottle Holder.
These bottle holders are an amalgamation of aesthetic
gratification and functional prudence. Product was
designed for the needs of Bar and lounge area.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Rameez Khan,
C/o Lt. Borhan Ali Khan
Amtala-hat, Kanyanagar bishnupur,
24 PGS (S) Kolkata, West Bengal,
Pin code: - 743398

My journey through out my IICD years has been a
wonderful experience. I have always enjoyed working
with different materials. In this project I have worked
with furniture for indoor leisure spaces in a house.
After a brief market research and user study I got to
know that most of the people spend their free time
talking to their family in their living area or just doing
nothing but sitting and relaxing there. The products
created are production friendly and can be easily mass
produced. They are a mix of balanced aesthetics and
simple joineries in tune with the taste of the client.
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MEDHA VYAS
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Wood’n Design, Pondicherry

TERRAZZO

Contact no. : +91-9828410896

Address: Medha Vyas,
C/o Mr. Narendra Kumar Vyas
2, Ravindra Nagar
near pratap nagar, ItI Gati
Udaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 313001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: medhavyas11@gmail.com

Terrazzo elevates the surface material into a collection
of furniture and objects that accentuate its multifaceted character. Designing with a material more
commonly associated with flooring and wall surfaces,
to free it from the fetters of stereotypical roles,
encouraged me to engage with it more intimately.
Signature metalwork detailing is evident in the joints
appearing stapled in solid brass. The Coffee Table takes
its inspiration from Scandinavian design, and enjoys a
sense of permanence. The sophisticated, overlapping
silhouettes can compliment any lounge setting.
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Soft Material Design
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UG-2015-2019

Fashion Design

ADITI SRIVASTAVA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Anu Jain
Client: J.C. Fashion, Jaipur

NETWORK OF LINES

Email id: akmphys@gmail.com
Address: Aditi Srivastava
c/o Mr. B.K. Srivastava,
9/805, Malviya Nagar, Girdhar Marg
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302017

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9829058914

The collection is inspired by modern Japanese
architecture. Most of the sleek buildings use squares
and linear panels. Placing of lines in a meaningful
manner creates an illusion of space, simplicity and
elegance. Thus stripes and checks were selected for
designing the ensemble. For spring summer 2020 the
achromatic colour scheme of black, grey and white
was used. As regards fabric selection, cotton, linen
and poplin were chosen keeping in mind the humid
weather conditions. Clean and straight line silhouettes,
combination of the designs, the checks and stripes
and the fabric colour scheme, blends comfort and
aesthetics. Minimalistic hand embroidery has added
to the value. The ensemble provides loose fit, simple,
casual, comfortable and elegant range.
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AMBIKA RATHOD
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Anu Jain
Client: Ms. Daizy, Ahmedabad

FARAGHAT

Contact no. : +91-9460787625

Address: Ambika Rathore,
C/o Mr. Heer Singh Rathore
Plot no. 7, Kumawat Bari
Khatipura, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: - 302012

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Email id: renurathore310@gmail.com

The whirling dervishes are the Sufis of Mevlevi order,
who originated from Konya (Turkey) and perform
whirling as a part of the Sema ceremony. The
costumes worn by the dervishes play an important
part in the ceremony and they are the inspiration
for the collection “FARAGHAT”, an Urdu word which
means luxury, comfort, decency, ease and enjoyment.
The silhouettes, construction, color theme are all
inspired by the dervish clothing. Crafts imbibed in the
collection are dabka work (beaten metalwork) and
aari embroidery (chain stitch embroidery, providing
the collection with sophisticated details. It is an ethnic
women’s wear collection, comprising Kurta sets (kurta
and pants).
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ANUSHKA VIJAYVARGIYA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: Ms. Swati Vijaivargie, Jaipur

MUTED WINTER

Email id: yashwantvijayvargia@gmail.com
Address: Anushka Vijayvargia
c/o Mr. Yashwant Vijayvargia
89 Gayatri Nagar, Maharani Farm,
Durgapura
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302018

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9414240140

The collection is inspired by Chefchaouen, a city
in northwest Morocco, nicknamed as blue pearl
of Morocco. It is known for its old town, studded
with striking, blue-washed buildings. Chefchaouen’s
blue walls mingled with shades of whites and off
whites is a popular subject of interest. The beauty
of this Blue Gem interspersed with the charming
Moroccan arched architecture is the inspiration
behind this collection. Geometric and floral motifs,
patterns, textures and details derived from Moroccan
architecture, tiles and rugs are developed using
surface embellishment techniques such as cutwork
and aari embroidery. The collection is developed
for a luxury traveller for whom the idea of luxury
is translated through unmatched craftsmanship,
pricelessness, rarity and timelessness. The traveller
himself is a personification of sophistication and
luxury satiated by premium experiences and aided by
unlimited budgets. The colour palette is in the shades
of blue, red and beige and the fabrics used are Linen,
Chanderi silk, Tussar and modal.
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ATIPRIYA MALPANI
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Swati Jain
Client: Ms. Daizy, Ahmedabad

ROOH

Email id: dineshmalpani@gmail.com
Address: Atipriya Malpani
C/o Mr. Dinesh Malpani
Plot no.7, Aasraya, Manva ji ka Bagh,
Kharbuja Mandi,
Moti Dungri Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9829165666

The eternal soulfulness. Spices being the soul of
the food are true essence of the same. The best
part of spices is that they taste different in different
combinations and quantities. Every other hand
produces unique taste with the same secret ingredient
and so does every other region. Same goes with
us, with the similar ingredients of our composition,
the magical blends of our traits makes each of us
beautifully unique in our own way. Individuality of
each spice is strong and pure in its own manner. It
does not get disturbed by any other external element.
This essence of individuality has been incorporated in
the colour palette of the collection. Every single colour
in the palette has been inspired by the spices and their
individual tints. One ensemble as a whole conjures the
spirit of turmeric, other feels like cinnamon. Blending
but not losing one’s identity is the idea behind the
inspiration, just like the soul, which remains exclusive,
no matter with whom it interacts.
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GAYATRI KHARE
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Self sponsored

KANSO

Email id: VEDKHARE@YAHOO.COM
Address: Gayatri Khare
c/o Mr. Ved Prakash Khare
Flat no. 207, Parwana Apartment
GH-8, Sector 21D
Faridabad, Haryana
Pin code: 121001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9811130008

The Less, the Better. This collection finds its roots in
a deep understanding of this idea. ‘Kanso’, a concept
rooted in Zen philosophy, suggests uncluttered
simplicity. Things are expressed in a simple, elegant,
intuitive, natural, and minimal manner. To adhere to
the Kanso principles, the silhouettes in the collection
are generally kept plain, elemental; with a subtle
detailing of ‘Kantha’ embroidery. Naturally dyed (Ratan
Jot) hemp fabric blend is used, making the collection
completely sustainable and eco friendly. It comprises
of dresses, tops, skirts and trousers for women who
believe in sustainability and appreciates minimalism.
The collection brings out flawless functionality,
understated excellence and uncomplicated beauty of
garments.
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KHUSHBOO KHAN
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Anu Jain
Client: ANAM, New Delhi

A-RUKH

Email id: mmanchanda60@gmail.com
Address: Khushboo, C/o Mr. Munna lal
House no. 67-68, Street no.c-3,
m\s block,Rana ji enclave,
Arjun park, Najafgarh
New Delhi
Pin code: 110043

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9818400154

A-rukh means no direction. The designs break away
from rigid barriers, prescribed norms, in every aspect,
like a body that has a soul of its own. Anaam is a
movement of sorts. It’s about a space where all the
definitions collapse and the norms collide with each
other. Anaam is beyond gender and its widely accepted
roles. It’s about challenging the conventional bias in
design. It believes in fashion that is effortless, ethical,
sustainable and gender fluid. As a person representing
a brand that suits my aesthetics, I chose the era of WW2
because; it was an era of destruction and creation, a
propaganda that was fed to the masses. This project
is the acknowledgement of history, to learn from and
make amends, not to be forgotten. The silhouettes are
streamlined modern and the ensemble a wearable art.
It’s a preaching against fast fashion, the Anaam way.
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KOUMUDEE SHARMA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: The Loom Art, Jaipur

GIRL ON THE GO

Contact no. : +91-9828161213
Email id: amit.prabhakar97@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Koumudee Sharma
C/o Mr. Amit Prabhakar Sharma
C11 Roop Vihar, New Sanganer Road
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302019

Working girls too need vacations; they often head
straight from the office to parties. This collection is
quintessentially a resounding resort vibe, not just
clothes, but a thought, a movement, a revolution and
an emotion to be lived every day. It is an outburst of
comfort and confidence. The confidence and comfort
of classic solids, silhouettes, detailing and intricacy
portray the lifestyle of all working woman. Girl on the
go is for the multitasking diva who travels daily and
is also taking care of her family, and who definitely
deserves a holiday retreat.
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SALONI GUPTA
UG-2015-2019
Guide: Ms. Swati Jain
Client: Upasana Design Studio – Auroville

IKI AESTHETICS

Email id: jpr.naveengupta@gmail.com
Address: Saloni Gupta,
C/o Mr. Naveen Gupta, B-77 LS Nagar,
Naya Khera, Vidyadhar Nagar
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin Code: 302039

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9414659748

Quite and deep, not loud and shallow. It draws its
inspiration from Japanese aesthetics called Iki, where
beauty is recognized in subtle, often overlooked
details and thoughtful unexpected touches evolved
from simple colors and patterns. The collection
strives for a conceptualization of sustainability and
design into garments. The Garments preserve the
natural bounce and swing of organic cotton. Jamdani
and malkha fabrics showcase the vibrancy of natural
Indigo. It consists of Lofty layers that embrace timeless
styles and materials. Fusing comfort and practicality,
Utility pieces are rethought with a dedication to detail.
It has oversized mix-and-match tailored jackets, basic
trousers, dresses and tops for ultra- comfortable,
everyday looks. The aesthetic idealism embedded into
garments that are made out of a deep understanding
of the daily life of women of every age group who
believes in sustainable fashion. Clothes that age with
you!!!
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Soft Material Design
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Soft Material Specialization

PG-2016-2018

Soft Material Specialization

ADITI AMIT
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: Puregheedesigns, New Delhi

FITOORI BANJARAN

Email id: aditiamit17@gmail.com
Address: Aditi Amit, D/o Amit Agarwal,
304, Sunview Apartments, 67-A, Saket,
Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
Pin code: 250001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9560534170,
+91-9760041646

Literally meaning “passionate bohemian”, is a
culmination of craft, culture and travel. The designs
in this collection are a fusion of antique and
contemporary, traditional and modern, intricate and
minimalistic, poetry and science, all woven together
into one with threads of passion. The collection is
inspired by the Middle Eastern nomadic tribe of
Bedouin, and the belief in Evil Eye that they share with
the Greeks. The primary colours used in the collection
are shades of white, blue and red, in accordance to the
beliefs and values that are attached to them in the two
cultures. The nomadic theme is evident throughout all
the carefully curated looks featuring a collection of
accessories for women. The various elements of this
collection have been painstakingly procured from both
of these places and creatively put together into one
by highly skilled artisans in India. The craft techniques
used include Macramé, Patwa and Embroidery.
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AZIMA AHMED PATEL
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: STUDIO SIYAAHI

Emai id: azimaahmed@gmail.com
Address: Azima Ahmed Patel,
D/o Ahmed Patel
301 Darus Salam, A-47, Shobhanagar
Vasna, Baroda, Gujarat,
Pin Code: 390007

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-8758778044,
+91-9998030832

The project was inspired by Dahlia flower. Layers
of petals superimposed one over the other and
fluidity of dispersed colours along fading petals lent
the charm to this collection. Outfits represent the
exemplary amalgamation of prêt forms of assimilation
and dispersion. Techniques used in outfits are
hand embroideries like zardosi work and aari work;
and ombre. Materials used are Habutai Silk, Satingeorgette, cotton linen and satin modal. Outfits
include cape, jumpsuit, palazzo, kurta, gown and crop
top.
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NIHARIKA BILKHA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Sadhna

Email id: jkbilkha@gmail.com
Address: Niharika Bilkha, D/o J.K. Bilkha,
R-2-8, Chambal Power House Colony,
Hawa Sarak, Sodala, Jaipur, Rajasthan,
Pin code: 302019

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9571701041,
+91-9571701041

The collections include a range of kurtas and tunics
for autumn-winter and spring summer 2018. Colour
palettes are taken from WGSN 2018-19. The client
is an aware customer who wants the product to be
experimental and explorative, while retaining a taste
for traditional. Products are commercially viable,
production friendly and innovative. Silhouettes are
basic and embroidery is intricate. Techniques used
are Appliqué and Kantha embroidery. First collection
is inspired from geometric shapes and second one is
inspired from architecture.
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PARIDHI JAIN
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: MalaniImpex, Jaipur

KOTHALI BAGS

Contact no. : +91-7615934116,
+91-9351149700
Email id: paridhijain14953@gmail.com
Address: Paridhi Jain
D/o Bhavishya Jain,
Y-74, Mahaveer Nagar, behind AVM,
Sanganer, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302029

Soft Material Specialization

Kothali Bags is a range of hand bags and clutches
fashioned from the waste fabrics sourced from the
factory unit of export house. It is creative and easy
to produce in bulk. Target customer belongs to
the middle income segment of the European and
American Market. The strength of the collection lies
in surface embellishment like sequence, patch work,
beads work, Kantha work, printing etc.

PRACHI JAIN
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Choudhary
Client: AS Studio, Jaipur

THE BIRDS OF MITHILA

Email id: PRACHIJAIN230@GMAIL.COM
Address: Prachi Jain
D/o Trilok Chand Jain,
7, Shastri Nagar, Tonk, Rajasthan
Pin code: 304001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-8233373396,
+91-7820822699, +91-9214999970

Madhubani painting is a folk art, a native of Mithila,
Bihar. It depicts the everyday activities of Mithila
people. It is passed from generation to generation and
has become a heritage of the country. Bird is one of
the popular elements which depict prosperity, good
health, regenerative energy, unity, and freedom. This
Maithil bird serves as the inspiration for the collection,
“The Birds of Mithila” , a range of block printed fabrics
for men’s and women’s wear. The collection brings east
and west together, with the balanced amalgamation
of two most beloved crafts of these regions.
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RICHA SHARMA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Dharan, Jaipur

SUSTAINABLE FASHION

Email id: richash1994@gmail.com
Address: Richa Sharma, D/o Alok
Sharma,
HIG 82, Gulab Vihar, Shehore, MP,
Pin code: 466001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9713169066,
+91-9926452728

Sustainability is a way of life which aims at maintaining
evolutionary balance between man and nature.
Sustainable fashion also known as eco fashion, too
strives to bring the needs of man in sync with the
preservation of nature. It is an attempt at abating the
impact of the growth and development of the human
race on environment and a growing awareness of
social and environmental responsibility inherent in
the consumption pattern. So this project is centred on
waste management, wherein waste fabrics are utilized
to create new products.
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RIYA BHARGAVA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Ashoka Creation, Jaipur

UMBRAGE

Email id: BHARGAVA.RIYA@GMAIL.
COM
Address: Riya Bhargava,
D/o Rakesh Bhargav,
C-23 Jai Singh Highway, G-4
Raghushree Appartments,
Jaipur,Rajasthan,
Pin code: 302016

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7728060130,
+91-9829013326

“Umbrage” is inspired by the beautiful carving of
Divrigi ulu mosque in Turkey, which is a monumental
reflection on the beauty of Islamic architecture and
has a unique feature of casting huge shadows on
the ones praying in front of it. Its distinctive design
elements make it one of a kind mosque.The second
collection “Hunting Scene” was inspired by a Persian
animal carpet of Safavid period, from 16 th century
Persia. The bold features of this carpet are its deep
colours like red, black and yellow and a traditional
center medallion.
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RUPAL JAIN
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Ashoka Creation, Jaipur

STAMBH

Email id: 24jainrupal@gmail.com
Address: Rupal Jain
D/o Sunil Bakliwal
7, Gandhi Vihar, Hotel Flight View Lane,
near Airport Terminal-1,
Sanganer, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302029

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9782418171,
+91-9414386678

“Stambh” is inspired by Ranakpur Temple acclaimed
world-wide for its intricate and superb architectural
style. The temple form one of the five major pilgrimages
for Jains. The temple has beautiful combination of
floral, figurative and geometrical stone carvings.
Beautiful symmetry and the effect of light and shadow
make the overall impact even more harmonious.
“Sanguszko” the second collection is inspired by a
popular Persian carpet. When the Ottoman Turks were
defeated by the Austrians at the Battle of Khotin, which
included a flank attack by Prince Sanguszko of Poland,
this carpet was taken to the Prince’s General&#39;s
tent as war booty, and remained in the possession of
the Sanguszko family for centuries to come.
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SALONI GUPTA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Ashoka Creation, Jaipur

MEHRAB

Contact no. : +91-9829377706,
+91-9983877706
Email id: salonigupta77706@gmail.com

Mehrab is inspired by the islamic architecture of
middle eastern countries. Geomectric patterns,
calligraphy and islimi (floral pattern) constitute the
chief characterstics of Islamicart of this region. This
collection of carpets presents an amalgmation of all
these elements to conjure the feel of grandeur, peace
and serenity.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Saloni Gupta
D/o Shailesh Gupta,
7-Dha-15, Jawahar Nagar, Jaipur,
Rajasthan,
Pin code: 302004
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VIJAYASRI DHANVADA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi
Client: Rangsutra Crafts India Ltd., Bikaner

HATHKARGHA

Contact no.: +91-8897406424,
+91-9866314125
Email id: vsdhanvada@gmail.com

“HATHKARGHA” literally means “HANDLOOM”. This
project comprises of two collections of hand woven
cotton saris, for autumn winter 2018-19, one in the
tones of earth and other in shades of blue, made in
“extra weft - pattu weaving” technique of Barmer,
Rajasthan, using the traditional regional motifs of the
craft, for women in the age group of 25-40yrs.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Dhanvada Vijayasri
D/o Dhanvada Lakshmaji Rao,
Door no. 39-12-27/1/11, Flat no.
303, Nimish Heights, Murali Nagar,
Vishakhapatnam,
Andhra Pradesh
Pin code: 530007
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Email id: kaumudiisharma@gmail.com
Address: Kaumudii Sharma,
D/o Mr. Arun Sharma, 86- South Park
Apartments,
Kalkaji, New Delhi
Pin code: 110019.

LAVANYA DHUSSA

PG-2016-2018

PG-2016-2018

Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Natural Fibres Export, Jaipur

Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: The Colours of Nature, Auroville

MAJESTIC AURA

EXPRESSIONS

The collection is inspired from the famous ‘Iznik tiles’ of
the Ottoman Empire, known for their intricate patterns
and mirrored symmetry. Their white backgrounds
imprinted with elegant blues, grand greens and
magnificent red patterns became the core of Middle
Eastern beauty and aesthetics. Designs developed in
this collection reflect the intricacy of Islamic art and
are a beautiful blend of its modern and traditional
motifs. The colors used are soft pastels, giving it a
European touch. This entire collection is block printed
with subtle hints of surface embellishment and
compromises of home furnishing products like - rugs,
cushions and upholstery.

It is said that everything works well when it is in
perfect geometry with the Universe. My “Expressions”
take inspiration of Piet Mondrian’s geometric art and
the harmonious interplay between Koi fish and Lotus.
Mondrian’s work encouraged my search for geometric
patterns that live within the fabric and bringing them
to life with patchwork, which manifested into a range
of oversized jackets made entirely of organic fabric and
natural dyes. The symphony of Koi fish synchronizing
with the elegance of lotus were the essence of my
second collection. Both, the fish and the flower are
born in distaste but throughout their life they strive
for ascension towards beauty and power. I have used
embroidery to imprint their journey on the dresses,
to be worn by women who too conquer their strife
to empower themselves no matter where they come
from.

Contact no. : +91-9896340851
Email id: lavanyadhussa_18@yahoo.com
Address: Lavanya Dhussa,
982/23 D.L.F Colony,
Rohtak, Haryana
Pin Code: 124001

Material
Design
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact number:
+91-9599362089

KAUMUDII SHARMA

PG-2017-2019

Soft Material Specialization

ADYA MISHRA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Dr. Toolika Gupta
Client: Jaipur Rugs, Jaipur

CELEBRATION OF SENESCENCE

Contact no.: +91-9599227099,
+91-9993860946
Email id: adyamishra09@gmail.com

The first collection “celebration of senescence” derives
its inspiration from the textures of decaying and dry
leaves. The second collection is extracted from the
essence of abstract, variety, randomness and free
hand art. Hence, “Motley”, a concoction of colours
and patterns. It is a range of area rugs in coherence
with the forecast of 2019-20.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Adya Mishra,
D/o Ram Datt Mishra, 10/1477,
Arun Nagar, Rewa, M.P.
Pin code: 486001
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DEEPTI SRIVASTAVA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Avani designs, Jaipur

DUKULMUDRAN

Email id: deepti4u.18@gmail.com
Address: Deepti Srivaastava,
D/o Prem Narayan Srivastava, 269-A , C
Block,
Panki, Kanpur, U.P.
Pin code: 208020

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8601232200,
+91-8765653940

The art of blue glazed tiles of CHINI KI BURJ (city palace)
is a splendid example of blue glazed pottery. The name
comes from the eye-catching blue dye used to colour
the clay. Blue Pottery, Turko- Persian in its origin,
one of the distinctive crafts of Jaipur, serves as the
inspiration for this collection of stoles. Royal Mughal
florals have found tasteful interpretations here. In the
second part of collection, a touch of Art Deco from the
eyes of CHRISTOPHER DRESSER as design inspiration
takes us away from the curves of culture to the joy
of simplicity. His art is symmetrical, geometric, organic
and modernist. This collection of Kurta- palazzo sets
is a range of exquisite chanderi printed separates for
sparkling moonlight soirées with musing hued palette
and dainty details like playful pleats, gathers and tonal
fabric buttons.
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KHUSHBOO INANI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Mr. Awadhesh Kumar, Jaipur

TAZIM

Contact no.: +91-8320009457,
+91- 9828054002
Email id: khushbooinani77@gmail.com

It started with understanding the many facets of
Mughal floral art, which is serving as the primary
inspiration for the collection. This study is interpreted
into a carefully curated collection of block print
designs, for home furnishing segment, in tone with the
aesthetics and aspirations of the current market, to
revive the complete feel of Mughal realism grandeur,
in the very heart of our home spaces.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Khushboo Inani,
D/o Rakesh Inani, Bunglow no. 4, Maya
residency, near Raja Reddy,
Kishangarh, Rajasthan
Pin code: 305801
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MONALISA DOULANI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Linen On Me, Noida

IKEBANA

Contact no.: +91-9804251032,
+91-9631219401
Email id: monalishadoulani30@gmail.
com
Address: Monalisa Doulani,
D/o Mukesh Kumar Doulani, 122/480,
Shastri Nagar,
Sindhi Colony, Kanpur, U.P.
Pin code: 208005

Soft Material Specialization

Ikebana is a collection of block printed surfaces
inspired from delicate English florals for clothing, for
International market. WABI SABI the second collection
is a range of home furnishings made out of waste
fabrics, is the second part of the project, dedicated to
the idea of sustainability.

MONIKA JHA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Self-sponsored

ECLECTIC ALLURE

Email id: MONIKAJHA088@GMAIL.COM
Address: Monika Jha,
D/o Late Santosh Kumar Jha,
359/27, Jones Ganj,
Mata Mandir Wali Gali, Ajmer, Rajasthan
Pin code: 305001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8890808384,
+91-9602874127

The palace of Môn serrate is the inspiration for the
collection which presents a combination of various
art movements and art styles. It has a rich, elegant
and luxurious look which is replicated on to the fabric
surfaces with ornate designs. The target group is
upper middle income to higher income group which
demands richness, royalty, and authenticity. The
first part of collection is a range of home furnishing
products including bed sheet, Dohar, shams, curtains
and cushions. Second part of collection has a range of
Dupattas and stoles for the age group 21-30yrs. The
technique used is hand block printing.
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RIDHI KHANDELWAL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Client: Art Image, Jaipur

FLAMBOYANT FRAMES

Email id: ridhikhandelwal12@gmail.com
Address: Ridhi Khandelwal,
D/o Anil Khandelwal, 7/3 WilsonGarden,
near Pune Station,
Pune, Maharashtra,
Pin code: 411001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9657078252

This collection is Inspired by the basic geometric
shapes, looking back to the past but remaining
distinctly modern. It is created with patchwork and
designs are derived from triangles, squares and circles
cultivated with Jogi Embroidery of “Barmer”. All these
elements are combined together and arranged into
new formations called “FLAMBOYANT FRAMES”. The
collection comprises of a range of Home Furnishings
for both Men & Women.
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RUCHITA PAMNANI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Avani designs, Jaipur

Email id: pamnaniruchita@gmail.com
Address: Ruchita Pamnani,
D/o Ashok Kumar Pamnani, 122/498,
Sindhi Colony, Kanpur Nagar, U.P.
Pin code: 208005

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8960487587,
+91-9335703434

Feel the sumptuous perfume blooming from
those spreading petals. Flagrantly frivolous, wholly
ephemeral, though ancient in art, the floral’s recent
return as a major subject for artists marks a pivot
towards those things, that flowers represent. The
decorative and emotional liveliness of their blossom
and the scent of their decay, a sophisticated language
of purest colours and a form with both the rawness of
nature and refinement of poetry, is the heart of this
collection. Flowers are fragrant with subtle meanings,
each different for every artist who chooses them as a
subject. They are a move away from literal explications,
self-righteous cynicism—and toward what, precisely?
Let’s say poetry. This spring summer 2020, these
magical anecdotes in these maddening times, with
their soft shades of warm sun drenched terracotta,
shells and papaya; will be spread across the apparel
surfaces to rejuvenate the senses and refresh the
persona. It’s a collection of dresses, tops, pants and
kurtas for metro women in the age group 18-35yrs.
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SAKSHI NAHATA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Dr. Toolika Gupta
Client: World of Crow, Ahmedabad

RUSTIC TALES

Email id: sakshinahata@hotmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no: +91-8511290799,
+91-9723431902

‘Rustic Tales’ is a women’s wear collection inspired
from Ancient Indian Manuscripts. Manuscripts are old
documents written by hand. India has probably the
largest collection of these in the world. They have a
variety of themes, scripts, languages, calligraphies,
illuminations, illustrations, textures and aesthetics.
Indian manuscripts have many interesting elements,
and the elements that serve as inspiration for the
collection are, the grid structure of the manuscripts,
the division of text in columns and the use of dots
in between text. The designs have been created
keeping in mind these elements. Moreover, the color
palette selected infuses the mood of ancient Indian
manuscripts in the collection, which features a range
of tops and jackets with designs hand embroidered on
their surfaces.
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SANGITA PAUL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Self-sponsored

Contact no.: +91-9613529424,
+91-9435461663
Email id: sangitapaul2468@gmail.com

The fineness of the lines is translated into the depth
and play of colour used to create the designs. Prints
on the cream background imply that there is no room
for error. These are the things that differentiate a quilt
and narrate the story of care and time taken to develop
something so special in the traditional technique of
hand block printing. Chintz the inspiration for this
collection is a floral pattern on a light background
delicate in feel, elegant in style and graceful in
aesthetics.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Sangita Paul,
D/o Santi Paul, Srikona Paul Para,
Silchar, Assam
Pin code: 788026
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SHREEPRADA SRIVASTAVA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Self-sponsored

Email id: sheenushri17@gmail.com
Address: Shreeprada Srivastava,
D/o Devashish Srivastava,
E-5/170, Arera Colony, Bhopal, M.P.
Pin code: 462016

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9893083517,
+91-9425017940

Inspired by the Ottoman art of Turkish Islamic world,
the collection focuses entirely on ornate naturalism.
There is a wonderful contrast between the strength
of the solid lattice work and the structure of strikingly
pretty flowers roped in the intertwining branches with
serrated leaves clinging most dearly to them. It
manages to be complicated and calming at the same
time. The complexity of the compositions is softened
by the elegance of the Turkish colours from 15th-18th
centuries, giving the collection a playful and joyous
appeal. The project entails a range of bed linens and
one of saris, created using block printing technique.
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SHREYA BHANDARI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms.Sumita Chaudhary
Client: Self-sponsored

GULSHAN

Contact no.: +91-7742775488,
+91-9414131094
Email id: shreyabhandari0317@icloud.
com

From the paradisiacal charbaghs to the perfectly
balanced symmetrical architecture, Gulshan brings
the complete splendour of Mughal art and captures
the splendid beauty of the era through stylized floral
block-prints, evocative of a resplendent garden in
bloom. The collection comprises of bed linens which
reflect the seamless visual narrative of sophisticated
yet timeless styles, which appeal to the visual aesthetics
of people. It is a vibrant mix of geometric patterns and
repeated floral expressed in contemporary tones.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Shreya Bhandari,
D/o Ashok Bhandari, C-3,
Kamla Nehru Nagar,
1 st Extension, Jodhpur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 342003
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SRUSHTI PATHAK
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Self-sponsored

The entire range of collections is inspired by Persian
architecture. The ornate geometric patterns of Islamic
Persia in their simplified tones are splashed on the
surfaces of these collections of bed linen and men’s
wear apparels, in the age old technique of block
printing.

Contact no.: +91-8446028682,
+91-9822879177
Email id: srushtipathak10@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: Srushti Pathak,
D/o Devendra, 49 Krushi Nagar,
near jogging track,
behind H.P.T College, College Road,
Nashik, Maharashtra
Pin code: 422005
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SUMANA SHARMA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustogi
Client: Tata Trust, Mumbai

THE TREASURE OF NAGA TRADITION

Contact no.: +91-8876037290
Email id: sharmasumana92@gmail.com

A collection portraying the beauty of Naga Tribes! The
designs and motifs are inspired from their traditional
attire and culture and have bold and geometric
patterns developed on loin loom. This collection offers
a unique window into the Naga culture and the highly
trending appearances of their tradition.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: C/o Mr. Radha Ballav Sarma
Lane No. 23, Vivekananda Road
Silchar, Assam
Pin Code: 788007
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SURBHI NAGPAL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Abhishek Kumar
Client: Shiraj Exports, Jaipur

Email id: surbhi.nagpal42@gmail.com
Address: Surbhi Nagpal,
D/o Surender Nagpal,
H No. 260, Sector-1,
Huda, Rohtak, Haryana
Pin code: 124001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8800307841,
+91-9466564835

In a delightful symphony of pastel and subtle colours,
smooth and flowy fabric of rayon is ornamented with
alluring surface techniques like tucks, pleats, ruffles
and gathers. This ornamentation is to bring out vintage
Boho feel in the range of ready to wear garments for
women. Use of laces and many other trims other trims
create a whimsical oriental look, best suited for a day
out or a vacation. The technique of stone wash is used
to render a distressed, worn out surface an essential
character of Bohemian look. Floral motifs in aari
embroidery add a delicacy to the products. The earthly
hues communicate a bohemian’s love for naturein
unconventional ways.
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VANI ANAND
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Birla Century, Bharuch

NEXTILES “HANDCRAFTED WITH ELEGANCE”

Email id: vani.anand320@gmail.com
Address: Vani Anand,
D/o Sanjeev Anand,
C-1, 320 Gulmohar Enclave,
Rakeash Marg,
Nehru Nagar III, Ghaziabad, U.P.
Pin code: 201001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8130350672,
+91-9810161009

Nextiles literally means the next in textiles. It is a
project in two parts. In first a table linen collection,
with motifs that are a balanced fusion of traditional
Ikat patterns with the forms of cubism is fashioned with
hand embroidery. In second part inspiration is drawn
from Crataegus Monogyna Hawthorn, a British Plant.
This collection is a combination of weaving and hand
block printing, to create products of contemporary
tastes.
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Email id: lavanyamathur.lm@gmail.com
Address: Lavanya Mathur,
C/o Mr. Sanjeev Sahai Mathur
A-66, Sector-55,
Noida, Uttar Pradesh
Pin Code: 201301

SHIVANGI VATS

PG-2017-2019

PG-2017-2019

Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Self-sponsored

Guide: Ms. Nivedita Narayan
Client: Self-sponsored

CONSCIOUS CURATION

KALON

In the age of conscious fashion, when the world
is talking about sustainability, we just cannot have
another brand adding to the wreckage. This collection
features new, born from the womb of old. The
discarded fabric waste, collected from various garment
manufacturing units lends shape to the colorful motifs
crafted in exquisite appliqué at the hands of Barmer
artisans, to narrate the tribal tales of Gonds of Andhra
Pradesh. The collection comprises of a range of bags
and pouches and bed linen for women who find their
expression in the warmth of colors.

India is termed as the diabetes capital of the world
and is estimated to overtake China in the number
of diabetics by 2032. With a paradigm shift in the
indicators of diseases due to change in climate and
lifestyle, there is a proportionate need to modify
the way we live, eat and wear. The most common
chronic lifestyle disorder and the most severe of them
all is Diabetes Mellitus. One of the most common
and avoidable complications of diabetes is skin
complications which includes eczematous rashes to
severe fungal infections of the skin. Using synthetic
non-breathable fabrics which promote perspiration
and leading to a consequential microbial growth,
adds to the problem of skin infections and allergy in
diabetics. The current study evaluates the effect of
banana fibre in preventing skin problems in diabetics.
Banana fibre is one of the ancient natural fibres used for
wound healing due to the presence of phytochemicals.
The current collection of clothes intends to help the
working diabetic population in preventing and tackling
skin infections and allergies. The collection is made
up of entirely natural banana fibre and organic dyes,
which not only leads to prevention of allergy and
infection but is also easy on the environment. The
disposal of these clothes will have no adverse impact
on the environment as both the dye and the fibre are
decomposable. The study also aims at evaluating the
possibility of amalgamating different traditional crafts
of India in Banana yarn.
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Contact no.: +91-9650754333,
+91-9968476869
Email id: SHIVANGI_VATS@YAHOO.
CO.IN
Address: Shivangi Vats,
D/o Rajpal Vats, 803 A, Premier Urban
Apartments,
Sector 15, Part 2, Gurgaon, Haryana
Pin code: 122001
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9910262613

LAVANYA MATHUR

Email: akritijain309@gmail.com
Address: Akriti Jain,
23 Guru Nanak Nagar,
Delhi Road, Meerut

ANUJ PAL

PG-2017-2019

PG-2017-2019

Guide: Ms. Chanchal Rathore
Client: Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, Noida

Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar
Client: Self-sponsored

MANDANA ART

STICK-IN-THE-MUD

Mandana paintings are one of the oldest forms of
tribal art in India that has survived over the ages. It
is done in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh by one of
the oldest tribal communities, the Meenas. This art is
done on walls and floors, both within and outside the
house to ward off the evil and welcome the blessings
of gods into the home. Within the Meena community,
this painting is done predominantly by women, as
traditionally it is their social role to take care of the
house and the family. This art form is not passed on
through any formal training neither is it recognized
as a discipline. On the contrary, girls learn the art by
observing and emulating their mothers. Mandana
in the local language refers to ‘drawing’. Mandana
is derived from the word Mandan which implies
decoration and beautification. Historically, the art has
been practiced for centuries by women of the Meena
community as a regional medium of home decoration
for special occasions.

“Stick-in-the-Mud” here is a reference to the spiritual
flower of ‘LOTUS’. Lotus is sacred to both Hindus and
Buddhists. Lotus is the symbol of what is divine and
immortal in humanity. It indicates divine perfection and
inner potential. In Tantric traditions lotus represents
the flow of energy moving through the chakras. The
collection comprises of a range of hand block printed
home furnishing products like bed sheet, pillow covers,
cushion covers, quilt and curtains. Designs developed
are in tone with the vibe, essence and spirituality of
the flower.

Contact no. : +91-7355669985
Email id: anujpal483@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact No. :
+91-8859769700

AKRITI JAIN
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Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Soft Material Design
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Fired Material Specialization

PG-2016-2018

Fired Material Specialization

ROSA SHRUTI ABRAHAM
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: Clay Station Art Studios Pvt Ltd.,
Bengaluru

URAVA

Email Id: rosakarimpanal@gmail.com
Address: D/o Abraham K.T,
Varsha TJRA-157,
P.O. Shastramanglam,
Trivandrum, Kerala
Pin code: 695010

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-8584954187,
+91-9447112918

An attempt to create a collection of earthen
lampshades that would not only stand true to the
material but also serve its functionality. The project
was named ‘Urvara’ which is the Sanskrit word for
soil. It also sounds very similar to the Malayalam word
&#39;Urava&#39; which means ‘the first spring of
water’. The collection represents a range of lampshades
that replicate the source of light from soil. The designs
of these lampshades were created by altering existing
forms to cater to certain specific needs. The project
also journeyed into creating lightweight clay bodies
by adding various organic materials into the existing
clay body. The collection comprises of a range of
terracotta lampshades that are lightweight and have
clean surface embellishments. As the name suggests,
these earthen lampshades have very rustic and raw
surfaces, with very minimal surface decorations, which
allow the characteristics of soil not to be hindered.
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TEJAL SGREENAND MEHENDALE
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Anju Powar and Mr. Aditya Kumar
Client: Charming Handicrafts1436, Pune

THE ROUGE COLLECTIVE

Email Id: tejal.mehendale@gmail.com
Address: D/o Shreenand,
39/56, ‘Nandan’, Bharatkunj Society-2,
Erandawane, Pune, Maharashtra
Pin code: 411038

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-9657011735

True art exists where there is a beautiful mélange of
cultures. Both India and France have been known to
have ancient pottery culture which flourished over
a long period of time and is still active. The Rouge
collective imbibes in it the essence of Indian and
French cultures; bright colors with a minimalistic
surface design complement each other perfectly. The
simplicity of the traditional Herault Valley pottery
forms using the authentic French clay is aesthetically
combined with contemporary designs. The designs
draw inspiration from the unique French country-side
landscapes and food culture. They also reflect the
design study and research of traditional pottery of the
region and help understand the nuances of a potter’s
life.The techniques used for the collective portray the
rich pottery tradition of the village of Saint Jean De
Fos.
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PG-2017-2019

Fired Material Specialization

NIKITA AGARWAL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms.Rujuta Joshi
Client: Self-Sponsored

WATER CONTAINERS

Email Id: nikitaagarwal2611@gmail.com
Address: 114, Scheme No. 8,
Gandhi Nagar,
Near Jain B. Ed. College,
Alwar (Rajasthan)
Pin code: 301001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no. : +91-8890661462

There is a sense of freedom and responsibility that
comes to you when you work independently with
artisans. Thus, I decided to work with Ramgarh
Terracotta cluster. The Ramgarh cluster of Rajasthan
is known for its detailed and skilled work. My work
entails the upgradation of an already existing vital
product, the MATKA, which are the traditional water
containers of the area. The most widely practiced
pottery technique in the cluster is throwing. So, I
decided to develop a collection of Water Storage
Containers for all income groups that enables the
user to serve and store water. It is suitable for houses,
offices, hotels and shops. The product range selected
is – Bottle, Carafe, Pitcher and Dispenser
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SAYANTI DAS
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: Self-sponsored

WALL TILE MURAL

Contact no. : +91-9163228667
Email Id: sayanti7@gmail.com
Address: FE-131, Salt Lake,
Kolkata, (West Bengal)
Pin code: 700106

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Murals have been around almost as long as human
beings, as a form of valuable testimony of life from
the prehistoric times to this date. The word originates
from the Latin word “murus” meaning ‘wall’. Murals
are used in indoors and outdoors to brighten up staid
walls with a specific purpose or simply as decoration.
The idea for designing a wall tile mural was to create a
backdrop for hanging planters or a display for ceramic
products inspired by geometry. The theme of the
project was geometrical patterns and leaf fossils. The
color spectrum depicts different colors of the earth
and was chosen to give the mural an earthy look.
The concept is to create tiles that can be arranged
in as many forms and designs as possible and can
be adapted according to any user. The diamondshaped tiles tessellate and create numerous designs
depending on the look and vibe of the room, as well
as the user.
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SONAKSHI SANSANWAL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Rujuta Joshi and Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: Self-sponsored

CRAFT CLUSTER CARAVAN

Contact no. : +91-9811834288
Email Id: sonakshi.sansanwal@gmail.
com

I used to find the way the potters deal with various
constraints and come up with beautiful products,
very fascinating. Uttam Nagar is the biggest and the
most famous pottery cluster in India and offers better
learning opportunities. This collection features two
ranges of planters, gift Planters and hanging planters.
The potter, Mr. Harikrishan, is a master craftsman, a
national awardee and a shilpguru.

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: House No. 25-C,
F-1 Pocket, G-8 Area,
Hari Nagar, New Delhi
Pin code: 110064
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Hard Material Specialization

PG-2016-2018

Hard Material Specialization

AMULYA S.
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Esthete Designers and Builders Pvt. Ltd.,
Bengaluru

Email id: amulya.art1992@gmail.com
Address: D/o Shiva Kumar,
11 Kumara Krupa annex,
Kumara Krupa Road,
High Grounds, Bengaluru, Karnataka
Pin code: 560001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9620120240

This project revolves around social impact in public
spaces. Public Seating gives people a stopping point,
whether for lunch, or rest, or a place to wait and meet
others or simply a place to sit and take in the scenery.
So the idea inspired from designing a Public space
seating went on to involve an interactive, recreational
and playful modular seating structure for urban parks
with a social impact element.
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ANUSHTHA DAGA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Mr. Sanjeev Kahali, Jaipur

DEKOR

Email Id: dagaanushtha@gmail.com
Address: D/o Devendra Daga, Daga
building,
Paotaa Road, Jodhpur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 342001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8561090660

DEKOR is a range of home decor and lifestyle products.
I worked with Mr. Sanjeev Kahali, an exporter in
Jodhpur, who is into home decor and lifestyle
accessory products. In this project various techniques
were used on a range of products, made out of metal,
to give them a different and realistic feel. This was also
an assignment given by the company to research the
techniques that have already been used by them and
then come up with a new technique for a range of
products. The project was divided into two themes,
Cactus and Origami. A range of décor products were
developed under the Cactus theme and lighting range
under the Origami theme.
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C. V. VANDITHA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Studio Trataka, Jaipur

THARAYA

Email Id: vanditha.chaks@gmail.com
Address: C V Vanditha ,
D/o C.V.Vinod,
Flat 2b Block 8 Vijayshanti Aprartments
Bhel Flats Complex, Perumal Koil 1st
Street Kottur, Chennai,
Tamil Nadu
Pin code: 600085

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7358185341

This is a collection of furniture introducing midcentury modern styles into the living room coffee
table, side table and accent chair. It incorporates
Jaipur crafts like Takashi, Thathera, etc., and motifs of
fabric, lightings, jewelry etc from Mid-century modern
era into the furniture. The pieces of wood used in the
making of the furniture have been shaped like a seed
pod. The materials used are Sheesham wood and
brass.
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DEBADARSHINEE MOHAPATRA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Magic Crate, Bengaluru

Email Id: debadarshinee.m@gmail.com
Address: D/o Narayan Mohapatra, Plot
No. A/E 111, Bhimatangi Hosing Board
Colony, Bhubaneswar, Orissa
Pin code: 751002

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9853491571

Being always sensitive to kid’s issue, I felt drawn to
make some edutainment toy which can help parents
in tackling their kids’ Smartphone over-use. I did
my diploma project with Magic Crate with this on
my mind; my project was mainly to provide product
design solutions for toddlers/young kids (2-3 yrs)
which will aid in their learning in a fun, innovative and
engaging way. In the product solution, I provided s a
puzzle based on pretend play of a rhyme. I developed
the prototype and tested with the users. The kids
were happily engaged while solving it and they
enjoyed playing with it. Currently, this product is in
Magic Crate online store. It received a rave response
from the market. Even today there is not a lot of
exciting edutainment toys in the Indian market so I
can assume these kind of pretend play toys have huge
growth potential.
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KALYANI SHARMA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Lalji Handicrafts, Jaipur

Email Id: kalyani12692@gmail.com
Address: D/o Avinash Kant Sharma,
145, Dharampur, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
Pin code: 248001

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8909424525

After a long day, all we are looking for is something
fancy to dress up our living room, that issuper comfy
and where one can snuggle and watch the latest
blockbuster and enjoy our favorite hot coffee. This
“PAPA BEAR CHAIR” is a simple, subtle structure that
highlights the natural wood used and can be used
in any space. One may choose either beech or oak.
The gentle curve from the back along the arm is
very appealing. The roomy seat with the footrest is
to relax the person seated on it. The tapering of the
sides of the arms, the seat of the chair and the table
accentuate the beauty of the light shining on their
surfaces. The upholstered shell is large, comfortable
and covered with an anti-stain, anti-bacterial treated
fabric. The wooden chair is beautifully upholstered
with the jute fabric.
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NEHA JAIN
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Self-sponsored

IMPRESSION

Email Id: nn.hoc1993@gmail.com
Address: D/o Prakash Chand Jain,
B-92, Mansarover Garden, New Delhi
Pin code: 110015

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8860409986

The collection of serve ware is an effort towards
solving the problem of inconsistent design language
of ladle, lid and the serving spoon, leaving ladle and
lid lying around the dining table when not in use,
occupying unnecessary space. Hence this range of
products provides uniqueness in ease of resting lid
and spoon while serving an Indian meal where one
hand is mostly occupied. The design gives user an ease
of handling and maneuverability, integrating the three
components together. It reduces the non essential
clutter, saving the space and providing the user with a
rich, stylish and exquisite experience of eating.
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NISTHA PAGARIA
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijay Singh
Client: Marcus wolff design, Lindlar, Germany

EKANT-PEACE FOR YOURSELF

Email Id: nistha_pagaria@yahoo.com
Address: D/o Akshay Pagaria,
Pagaria Bhawan, 1 st A Road Sardarpura,
Jodhpur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 342003

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9784144000

This collection is about people who want their own
personal space to work. From time-to-time, we
all require an environment that is free from the
distractions that surround us, to allow us greater
concentration on work. Once we set up our secret
Cocoon we are hidden and sheltered in our own
personal space, aware only of the sounds and sights
inside it like a screen that surrounds the user is
an intuitive and dynamic organizer system; pens,
cables, phones, notepads, laptop etc. Such dedicated
workspace accented with striking aesthetics can
easily be a part of many offices. It certainly makes a
statement. The collection is a range of lamps, suitable
joineries, switches, wires, hinges and various materials
dealing with transportation.
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PRIYA SINGH
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Ms. Shuchi Mathur and Mr. Shuvankar Biswas
Client: Isaka Creations, Bengaluru

Email Id: poornimart13@gmail.com
Address: D/o Shrichand Singh,
B/65, Lafarge Cement,
Colony-Sonadih, Baloda Bazar,
Chhattisgarh
Pin code: 493332

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7587744280

I was working in Bengaluru with the firm Isaaka
Creations as a Product Designer. The main projects
that I was involved with were - Designing home decor
collection of candle stands and lampshades for high
income groups. I took inspiration for my designs
from “Lotus”. The techniques used were turning and
hammering (matthar). This is the traditional craft
technique of Jaipur, which is very effective and most
commonly used for making lamps and lights.
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YUVRAJ SINGH CHOUHAN
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijay Singh
Client: Lalji Handicrafts, Jaipur

Email Id: kishansingh652@gmail.com
Address: S/O Kishan Singh Chouhan,
652, Shanti Nagar, Durgapura, Jaipur
Pin code: 302018

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-7568088001

This is a collection of products with minimalist
inspirations created for the users to serve various
activities. The living space available to the middleclasses is quite limited, home users need to think
more deliberately when buying a piece of furniture.
Every part of the desk is designed in a manner which
facilitates optimum use without wasting any space.
The stool with the low backrest and upholstered
seat and back is designed to give comfort. Armrest
is eliminated to encourage a hassle free flow of hand
movement around the table. The stainless steel bench
is minimal in its use of single material and simple
design. Modern metal Bench is an incredible structure
featuring polished stainless steel and plywood with a
tufted or plain cushioned top upholstered with fabric,
leather or faux leather.
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Email Id: sourav770@gmail.com
Address: S/o Sanjoy Paul,
11/64 Jheel road, Newland,
Kolkata, West Bengal
Pin code: 700075

DOLA GHOSH

PG-2016-2018

PG-2016-2018

Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: BGM Policy Innovations Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru

Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: EROS Furniture, Nagpur

Surface Based Games

FIX AND USE

Exploring the concepts of games and applying them in
education, led me to design the board games in this
project. Board game designing encompasses a lot of
things other than just product or toy design. There is a
scope for systemic design, material design, experience
design, behavioural design and interaction design. The
games are specifically designed taking into account
game design principles and applying methodologies
of learning theories to conceptualise and create board
games. In total two games are designed under this
project.

Flat Pack Furniture, is the form of furniture that requires
customer assembly using basic tools. “FIX AND USE”
is aligned around the same idea. The furniture is cost
effective and transport friendly. Designs have been
created keeping in mind the problem faced by people
during relocating from one place to another. To make
it cost effective, the material used for the furniture is
engineered wood (Pre- laminated boards).
The collection comprises of a wide range of residential
furniture and a storage unit.

Contact no.: +91-9421409122
Email id: dolaghosh99@gmail.com
Address: Dola Ghosh,
C/o Mr. Ashim kr. Ghosh
Plot no. 295/2E, Street no. 14
Pragati Nagar, Risali
Bhilai, Chattisghar
Pin code: 490006

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8017296712

SOURAV PAUL
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AKSHITA MAHESHWARI
PG-2016-2018
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Lalji Handicrafts, Jaipur

Email Id: smartakshita@gmail.com
Address: D/o Manoj Kumar Maheshwari,
20, Dhruv sadan, Hanuman colony,
Kartarpura,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302006

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-8387077722

Since living rooms are usually one of the first rooms
you walk into, it sets the tone for the rest of the house.
In a good living room lighting scheme uses different
kinds of light, set at different levels, that work together
to make the space warm and attractive. So I created
an innovative range of lamps, aesthetically and
functionally strong, in minimalist forms. I derived my
inspiration from a hot air balloon. The range includes
a floor lamp and a table lamp. The bulb shaped marble
lamp is decoration piece which adds glamour to the
interiors of one’s home. These lamps are finely crafted.
Light is beautifully reflected through the grains of the
marble and this natural reflection of light leaves the
room warm and elegant.
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PG-2017-2019

Hard Material Specialization

AASTHA BHATI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta, Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Sawansukha, Kolkata

Contact no.: +91-9007222714
Email Id: aastha216@gmail.com
Address: 106/D, Narkeldanga
North Road,Block A, Flat 5B,
Kolkata, West Bengal,
Pin code: 700011

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

I worked with “Sawansukha Jewelers”, a famous
precious metal jewelry brands in West Bengal. It is
famous for its exclusive collections and reasonable
rates in jewelry like Jadau, Kundan, Gold, and Diamond.
I designed for their new section “SOHNA” specifically
dealing in gold jewelry having discrete fusion designs
to invite all user groups with different income levels.
Designs are not only reasonable but are also less in
physical weigh than their optic weight. There are new
designs made in other metals as well. The designs are
made in fusion patterns suitable for any attire. Various
old techniques of cutting and molding are used for
each piece of jewelry. The collection comprises of
wide range of accessories for men and women who
are precious metal lovers.
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APOORVA AGARWAL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Self-sponsored

LIGHT FIXTURES.THE MAYA LIGHT RANGE

Email Id: a.apoorva512@gmail.com
Address: 1-Ga-10 Jawahar Nagar Near
Mama Ka Hotel, Jaipur Rajasthan
Pin code: 302004

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9414050360

The project aims at designing, iterating and developing
two ranges of lighting fixtures for hanging, table and
floor lamps that help induce play and drama in the
space they are used to adorn. Inspiration is Catenary
curve, a curve that a hanging flexible wire or chain
assumes when supported at its ends and acted upon
by a uniform gravitational force. The word catenary
is derived from the Latin word for ‘chain’.The solid
line represents the hyperbolic cosine, the dotted line
represents the cosine function, and the dashed line
represents the parabola. The curve appears in the
design of certain types of arches and as a cross-section
of the catenoid—the shape assumed by a soap film
bounded by two parallel circular rings. The products
are perfect to comprehend indoor ambient lighting
for spaces like cafe, hotel, indoor landscape areas,
residence interiors, offices, etc. The light emitted by
them is not too sharp or too meek.
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AWANI SANKRITYA
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar
Client: Self-sponsored

Contact no.: +91-9415086841
Email Id: ishacool60@gmail.com

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Address: 17/649,
Indira Nagar, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh,
Pin Code: 226016
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LESANCY LALWANI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Barun Shankar Gupta and Mr. Basu Vansit
Client: Mr. Sanjeev Kahali

Email Id: lesancy.lichi@gmail.com
Address: B-7, Shastri Nagar,
Jodhpur, Rajasthan,
Pin code: 342003

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9784537773

I have developed a range of home decor products
for living space for middle and upper class, using
a variety of materials such as wood and iron. The
1st collection offers a variety of wood products i.e.
Mirror, Cabinet and box; and 2nd collection offers a
variety of iron products like clock, candle stand and
side table. This project covers the entire sequence
of scenario consideration, concept generation, form
development, prototype and detailing of the design
within the available resources and infrastructure.
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PARIDHI JAIN
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Bhargav Mistry
Client: Ekasth, Contemporary Design Studio

Email Id: jainpari.25@gmail.com
Address: 122, Mahaveer Nagar 2,
Maharani Farm, Durgapura,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
Pin code: 302018

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9352371637

Every creative endeavor starts with an idea. Passionate
minds collaborate, contribute and contradict each
other to refine it. Hundreds of sketches, days of
research and several renderings later, a structured
concept take birth. This Project involves around
developing a range of thikri products for experience
and not just for utility. A range that keeps the user
hooked and happy!! An attempt towards taking out
thikri craft from walls and to create small products.
The final outcome is a range of different Thikri home
decor products, artifacts made out of Aluminum. For
me, this journey has been an opportunity to work
on content in which I strongly believe. I knew that
understanding the user is the key to good design but it
is only after working in the professional environment,
that I realized the importance of keeping this in mind
at every single step.
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PRACHEE DASHRATH PATIL
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: At-Tin Studio

DALI’S NARMS

Email Id: patildasharath726@gmail.com
Address: 06, Omkar Park,
Pumping Station Road,
Bhutkarwadi, Savedi, Ahmednagar,
Maharashtra,
Pin code: 414003

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9850507142

The Spanish artist & surrealist icon Salvador Dali is
perhaps best known for his painting of melting clocks
and the same painting is the ideology behind “Dali’s
Norms”. The hot fluid untouchable wax forms are made
into touchable products by freezing them skillfully in
their natural fluid shape, giving user sensorial delight.
Made with 5000-year-old lost wax casting technique,
handcrafted using non-model approach in such a way
that each product is so unique in its forms &amp;
finish & no two products are identical. Dali’s Norms
comprises of 3 different series of luxury home décor
products namely, molten series, Griefen Series &
Amoeba series. Molten metal look of the products
stirs the emotions & senses of the spectator.
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SHARVARI VIKRAM JOSHI
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Mr. Shamit Das
Client: Self-sponsored

Email Id: joshisharvari02@gmail.com
Address: Flat No. 5, Prathamesh
Residency, Shahu Colony, Lane No 11,
Karvenagar, Pune, Maharashtra,
Pin code: 411052

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9850711708

One of the best materials for cooking utensils is clay.
Being a part of the earth, it brings us closer to it. Its
neutral qualities do not hamper with the characteristics
of the food even if they are acidic in nature. If the clay
pot is covered with the copper material from outside,
it would help in curbing the amount of steam that gets
evaporated through the porous clay pot resulting in
taking a shorter time to cook. Ayurveda says Bell metal
is best suited for accommodating carb- rich foods, raw
vegetables and cooked dry vegetables. Wood is best
suitable for non-vegetarian food as it does not react
with the oils exuded by such food. It is also best for
oily foods and snacks. Based on these characteristics,
I have designed a complete dinner set which contains
a plate made of bell metal, 2 bowls made of bell metal
and clay each. Water glass is made of clay. Collection
also includes a snack plate set made of wood.
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UTKARSHA DESHMUKH
PG-2017-2019
Guide: Ms. Shubham Tambi
Client: Maharashtra Bamboo Development Board,
Nagpur

Email Id: utkarsha_deshmukh@yahoo.
com
Address: 227 Shahakar Nagar,
Khamla, Nagpur, Maharashtra
Pin code: 440025

Celebrating 25 years of excellence in Crafts & Design

Contact no.: +91-9422807629

Under this project with Maharashtra bamboo
development board I designed a range of office
accessories with minimalistic design using bamboo
as a material for MBDB’S new office space and a
collection of handcrafted lamps using tessellation
as theme and bamboo as a material. Designs are
minimalistic, production friendly and cost-effective
using the waste materials and done with artisans using
their craft techniques. Working with Burad community
and learning from their experiences with bamboo was
wonderful. Bamboo is not just an income source for
them but also their friend. They both have accepted
each other very well.
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